In the Old as well as the New Testament there are references to the ”Foundation Stone” which Jesus referred to
a number of times. It is also called “Building Stone”. When you read everything about this Jesus Christ/Lamb of
God you notice that ordinary people/the flock of sheep do not understand the context. Also in this case they think
that all of it is only about the symbolic construction of religion and church. Not so. This foundation stone only
exists in biology connected to creativity or construction of the human body and thereafter of church and religion.
Back to Egypt. It is no coincidence that the Egyptians have chosen two pharaohs as the two most important
pharaohs in Egypt’s history. One is Akhenaten and the other one is Tutankhamun. There is a notation from
Akhenaten was Tutankhamun’s father and vice versa, Akhenaten was Tutankhamun’s son. This notation is an
inscription on a piece of stone. Note that I, in this context, use material which is also available privately and I
interpret it using my knowledge.

25 kilometres north of Amarna, in Asmunein there is a temple ruin. This piece of stone was found here by the Egyptologists
and points to the fact that Akhenaten was Tutankhamun’s father. The rock was already being examined by selected German
archaeologists, sent there by Gustav Hitler in 1939. That is not documented. Here are thousands of stones and rocks from the
Armarna period in a warehouse. This particular rock/message is a document from the time of Akhenaten. The message reads
”The King’s Son, of his body, his beloved Tutankhamun” This is the most important discovery by the Egyptologists. This
stone is a continuation of Aten worship and later on a foundation stone for Judaism and Christianity. Not even Gustav Hitler
destroyed it. Except for this stone there are no other monuments or inscriptions about this. In the Aten religion Akhenaten
himself was the Deity Aten and he chose Tutankhamun as his son by making his third daughter Anchenpaaton marry
Tutankhamun. By doing this, Akhenaten wanted to prolong Dynasty 18 and secure the Aten religion primarily all over Egypt.
More info at Tutankhamun, the Young Lion, e.g. page 10.
The whole Dynasty 18 is very complicated, shrouded in mystery and secrets. It all started when King Amenhotep III married
Tiye, daughter of Tjuyu and Yuya (cousins) who did not belong to the royal family.

Cousins?
Amenhoteb III’s family tree
Around BC 1338 – 1350
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Akhenaten
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Akhenaten was a hybrid/virgin, neither man nor woman. Because of this he
could not beget children. His wife Nefertiti gave him six daughters in marriage.
Their biological father was probably Nefertiti’s own father who was also a
priestlike favourite in Aten worship (Ahhenaten’s hymns to the sun Aten).
Akhenaten knew everything and it was probably he who chose Ay as a father of
the daughters Meritaton and Maketaton, among others. Ay was his uncle. This
was of course a top secret. Here Akhenaten’s cover-up started. – More info at
Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 1-8.

Meritaton

Maketaton

Anchenpaaton

In 2000 I bought the book ”Egypt, Land of the Pharaohs”, original title: Ägypten, Die Welt der Pharaonen, 1998,
(one of my many books about Egypt). When I read and studied the book, I was caught by ”Maya’s tomb”, Saqqara,
Dynasty 18 around BC 1320-25 and the couple Maya and Merit. At the beginning Merit was one of Amun’s
temple singers. Maya was a treasurer and served under Akhenaten, Tutankhamun, Ay and Horemheb, among
others. When I saw the picture of Merit, I immediately thought that she looks like Jewess Maria, who gave birth to
her son Tibor E on Christmas Eve, 1958, in Linköping, Sweden. Her facial expression and smile reflect Maria’s
face when she smiles. My further studies brought in Tutankhamun, since he neither looks like Akhenaten nor
Nefertiti.Tutankhamun looks like Tibor E.

Maya

Merit

Merit

Maya

Maya’s tomb, Saqqara around BC 1320-25

Jewess Maria E.

Merit

Maria E.

We can see that Merit and Maria E. look like each other: A
reincarnation of Merit in Maria E.

Merit and her son Tutankhamun

Tibor E. and his mother Maria. E

We can see that Tutankhamun and Tibor E. look like each other, the similarity is striking. In other words: a
reincarnation of Tutankhamun in Tibor E.
More info at Tutankhamun, the Young Lion.
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Smenkhare
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Merit

Horemheb

Tutankhamun
Maya

We cannot leave out that Maya, Kija and Merit
were siblings, since these statues show similarities.
Their children also looked like each other.

Merit (Younger sister)

Kija (Elder sister)

Tutankhamun

Smenkhare

Horemheb

Maya’s three sons

Smenkhare

Tutankhamun

Horemheb

Maya’s eldest son was Smenkhare, pharaoh around BC 1337-1333. He is completely eradicated from history (mother: Kija).
Maya’s next son, Horemheb, pharaoh around BC 1319-1292. Probably not of royal descent. According to Egyptian records he finishes
Dynasty 18 and he was also took part in moving the capital back to Thebes (mother: Kija). He also hid Tutankhamun’s tomb, which
explains why it was discovered almost untouched in 1922. The tomb that Horemheb, when general, had built is in Saqqara, Valley of the
Kings. It is his royal tomb, both are famous for their ornaments.
Maya’s youngest son was Tutankhamun, pharaoh around BC 1333-1323? Tutankhamun is a mystery (mother: Merit). All three were
qualified for the throne.
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The last seven
qualified pharaohs
of Dynasty 18,
Akhenaten at the
centre. And the
new religion: the
Sun Aten.

Smenkhare
The last seven
qualified pharaohs
of Dynasty 18,
Akhenaten at the
centre. And the
new religion: the
Sun Aten.

Tutankhamun

Ay

Horemheb

Amun cult

Aten Worship, Focus on Death

Focus on Life

Akhenaten

Khonsu
Cosmic Adam, ”Amun” and his foster son Khonsu
More info at Obscure Magyar, pp 10-14.

Amun had had a paternal role in Egypt.

The dark sun, Aten
The new religion with
focus on the Serpent itself.

From time immemorial anthropological similarities, analogies, have been popular and simple among families and
ethnic groups. The simple laws of nature were implemented. From these statues we can clearly see that biologically,
Akhenaten had nothing to do with Tutankhamun. When Tutankhamun was begotten Akhenaten was not even in the
vicinity and I am sure that nobody on this planet can prove the opposite. – But the rock above, a document from the
times of Akhenaten, clearly tells us that Tutankhamun was Akhenaten’s biological son. In other words: Akhenaten had
a paternal role connected to Tutankhamun. What does this mean?– In the new religion founded by Akhenaten the focus
was on the Serpent, the foundation of Akhenaten’s religion. Akhenaten himself was the Serpent, a reincarnation of the
Chaos Dragon/Serpent Tiamat. In my final words I will return to the significance of this rock. The Sun Disc Aten, the
name Akhenaten gave his religion, was in fact the dark neutron star AN, Which he renamed Aten. It is already in our
solar system.

In order to make worship of Aten take root, primarily in Egypt and then all over the world, Akhenaten needed a
son, a biological son who resembled him, as is illustrated on the rock. This rock would be of value long into the
future and Akhenaten called the rock ”foundation stone” – a continuation of Aten worship, later on a transition to
the foundation of Israel and its religion and Christianity. At the same time Akhenaten knew that he was a
hybrid/virgin and could not beget an heir. What did he do? For Akhenaten it was important to be able to explain
and prove that the Amun Cult was gone and that Tutankhamun was his son. Probably, when Tutankhamun married
his daughter Anchenpaaton, he also adopted him to his son. That is how important Tutankhamun was for
Akhenaten. He probably knew that Tutankhamun was a reincarnation of Marduk and wanted him to support him
rather than Amun. But Tutankhamun was only a child and a weak card. I am sure that Akhenaten wanted a mature,
adult heir to take over after him. There is fairly good evidence that Tutankhamun and his family all converted to
Aten Worship. But the question is why something still went wrong, something Akhenaten had not foreseen.
After having reigned for 18 years Akhenaten suddenly disappeared without any trace. I believe that Akhenaten
ascended with a spaceship, a flying saucer, that landed nearby. Akhenaten was declared dead and instead of him,
his sister was placed into the coffin. There are clues to confirm this. What follows is the most mysterious part of
Akhenaten’s time as pharaoh in Egypt, in Amarna.
400 kilometres away, in the Valley of Kings there is a tomb which can give us an answer. When tomb KV-55 was
found it was filled of artefacts with names of almost all rulers from the Amarna period. There were hundreds of
artefacts, therefore it is called Amarnas Treasure Chest. The tomb was given the number 55. It became “the
enigmatic tomb”. The tomb radiates mystery and magic. The magic of Amarna. There had been holy artefacts
which are now gone: pots containing intestines and organs. And one more thing: A sarcophagus with no face, no
identification. Inside was a mummy. Everything else came from the Amarna period, probably the mummy did that,
too.

The mummy’s sarcophagus. It has strange damages. The name and face have been removed . But one important
hieroglyph is still there.

Look! It says ”Aten” and we clearly see an sun disc. The symbolic colour of the sun is normally yellow. In this context there is
a dark sun disc which we can clearly see, a reddish brown sun (a neutron sun or a neutron star). It must be royal from Amarna.
An Amarna sarcophagus belonging to one of the members of the royal family. Only two of these, belonging to the rulers of
Amarna, have disappeared: those of the radical Akhenaten and the mysterious Smenkhare.

An expressive message: ”The Sun Aten” is the Serpent
Deity. He will not let himself be buried in a coffin in
KV-55.

The damaged face on a sarcophagus

The damaged face on a sarcophagus. We

Sitamun, Akhenaten’s sister can clearly see a pointed chin, like that of Sitamun, Akhenaten’s sister
Akhenaten.

1

Akhenaten and, probably, his sister Sitamu. Some researchers
mean that this is Tiye’s death mask. It resembles Tiye, but she is
probably her daughter. Tiye had pointed chin, like her son
Akhenaten.

2

The skull of the mummy is more like Sitamu’s face than that
of Akhenaten. Akhenaten has a more pointed chin. KV-55
cannot be Akhenaten. KV-55 is a real ”woman”.

Akhenaten’s hybrid body structure, more female than male.

Akhenaten and his family in a sun worship context. We can clearly see
Akhenaten’s female body, he was neither man nor woman. He was a short
little man with sick, abnormal looks, a long skull, thin birdlike throat,
spindly stork-like shins below thick matronly thighs, a bulging little
stomach, sloping girls’ shoulders and dreamlike, degenerated features. This
is how history remembers him.
Akhenaten

Akhenaten’s right hand with
female fingers is clearly visible.

The X-ray pictures from KV-55 were compared with pictures from the period. Akhenaten had a slim torso but wide hips. A
typical hybrid/female body, almost like the X-ray pictures. Anthropologically this angel is big, according to research. We can
establish that there is a female mummy in KV-55 and she is not Akhenaten, despite the hybrid/female body. He was neither
man nor woman.
According to my knowledge and my secret knowledge, Akhenaten ascended after his 18-year reign. This journey was kept
secret and he was declared dead. Akhenaten ordered that his sister Sitamun’s body (she was killed for this purpose) should be
placed in the coffin, in the sarcophagus, instead of his. Akhenaten’s face was put onto the sarcophagus and his name was
added, as if he was in the coffin. His sister looked like him. Aten’s name and his symbol were also engraved.
Smenkhare ascended the throne.

Smenkhare and his wife Meritaton. Meritaton was Akhenaten’s eldest daughter.
Since Smenkhare was married to Akhenaten’s daughter, he ascended the throne after Akhenaten. Many researchers claim that
Smenkhare ruled together with one of the family members, probably Nefertiti. She stuck to Aten worship, but Smenkhare did
not. Atondyrkan,

Akhenaten and his family and Aten Sun Worship, Aten’s sunbeams, like
long arms and hands, helping Akhenaten’s family and close relatives. This is
symbolic and the signs mean that the aliens (Dragon group) are secretly
helping and planning for Akhenaten’s ascension by a spaceship. Note that
this knowledge was only for Akhenaten’s family and close relatives, not for
the Egyptian people or posterity. There was only one assignment for the
people: to worship the Sun Deity Aten, who is the only God.

One of the Osiris columns in
Akhenaten’s sun temple in Karnak.
Akhenaten and his hybrid body.

Akhenaten and Nefertiti
Documents from the time of
Akhenaten with his programme connected to his
birth.

One of the Osiris columns in
Akhenaten’s sun temple in Karnak.
Akhenaten and his hybrid body.

Akhenaten and Nefertiti
Akhenaten’s programme was
carefully planned. ”Now the
serpent was more cunning
than any beast of the field
/…/” Gen. 3:1.,

Since focus is on Serpent Akhenaten in this context and since he is a hybrid, we should find more proof or clues that
he really is a hybrid, like a visit to the royal tomb in Amarna. The pictures are about Akhenaten, his wife Nefertiti
and their six daughters. But there is no sign of Tutankhamun, but for one clue.

Meritaton and
Smenkhare,
both are dressed.

This mural constitutes the small clue connected to Akhenaten and Tutankhamun in the Amarna tomb. This picture is the most
extraordinary of all pictures concerning Akhenaten and Tutankhamun, a picture of a small newly born baby in his anonymous
mother’s arms. Some Egyptologists and scientists think that the baby can be Tutankhamun in his mother’s arms. There are no
depictions of Tutankhamun as a boy but they believe this is one. I agree, my opinion about this picture is that this is a picture
depicting Tutankhamun and his mother. The man with the fan is the newly born boy’s father, the three are a family. A fan,
directed at the sun disc Aton can be seen above the family. This means that they also pay worship to Aten and it is also a symbol
of royalty. We can see that Akhenaten and Nefertiti are turned away and both of them touch their foreheads. They found out that
something was predestined, that the birth of this child happened at exactly the point in time everybody had been waiting for.
Akhenaten keeps his left hand on Nefertiti’s left arm. They actually witnessed an important birthday. The newly born boy is
Tutankhamun, his mother is Merit and his father is Maya. They are royalties since Maya’s eldest son Smenkhare was married to
Akhenaten’s eldest daughter Meritaton. Both of them are standing in front of Merit and newly born boy Tutankhamun, fully
dressed. But Akhenaten and Nefertiti have no clothes, they are completely naked…

Both Akhenaten and Nefertiti are totally naked and Akhenaten lacks the male genital, a penis. This picture of Akhenaten can prove
that that he was neither man nor woman, he was a hybrid, a virgin. The person who created this mural was the same person who
removed Akhenaten’s face and his name from the sarcophagus. I will later on return to this character, a person who knew all the
secrets surrounding Akhenaten. As I mentioned earlier, Maya and Merit were Tutankhamun’s biological parents. To gather more
evidence, we visit Saqqara, Maya’s tomb.

1

2

In the royal tomb in Amarna we still see the full message. I divide it into Pict 1 and Pict 2. Pict 1 is an illustration of a birth at
Akhenaten’s royal court (Akhetaten’s royal necropolis). On the mural we can see that there is a wall between the real royal
family and the staff. We can see the woman (Merit) holding a small newly born baby (Tutankhamun) and standing beside the
royal family, while the man (Maya) is inside the family because of the marriage of his eldest son Smenkhare to Akhenaten’s
eldest daughter Meritaton. – This is how I interpret the massage.
In Pict 2 we see a woman lying dead in front of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, who are striking their foreheads. Both of them are
totally naked. Egyptologists and scientists believe that the dead woman may be Kija, Maketaton or some other important
person who died at childbirth and is believed to be the mother of the newly born child.
I believe the murals were created a long time after Akhenaten’s and Nefertiti’s marriage.
I read the message in this way:

We cannot see if the character who is in front of the woman’s bed is a man or a woman. It seems as if the individual is looking
towards the starry sky, an astrologer who has an unfortunate message for Akhenaten since he strikes his forehead when the
message is delivered. The picture shows that it takes place in a secluded room where Akhenaten and his wife Nefertiti were
alone with the astrologer. The Aten Cult was already was already in full swing and all Egyptians were forced to worship Aten.
Akhenaten and Nefertiti know that their lifework with the religion Sun/Aten will shortly be destroyed and buried. Thus, the dead
woman is a symbol of the female Aten religion which was founded by the hybrid/virgin Akhenaten. The message was a shock
for both Akhenaten and Nefertiti, they both strike their foreheads. The person next to Nefertiti delivers the message.

Maya’s tomb in Saqqara

Maya’s tomb in Saqqara. This is a picture of the little boy Tutankhamun as a pharaoh, on his throne. Maya is
helping Tutankhamun with something round his neck. We can see guards surrounding Tutankhamun and Maya.
Behind him there is a person next to him, probably Horemheb. We can see that pharaoh in this context is around
10-12 years old, a small boy who needs help and protection.

This picture illustrates almost the same event as above. Maya at the centre, on the throne his youngest son Tutankhamun
and behind him the other son Horemheb who sees something unexpected…In both pictures the atmosphere is rather hot and
the guards were vigilant. The subject is important, but there is a small mistake in perspective, the throne and the seated,
small pharaoh are almost twice the size of the staff surrounding them.
Note that Tutankhamun also is guarding a man who looks like Maya behind the throne. Was this person Maya’s brother or
another son, an even elder son? He probably had a special assignment for Tutankhamun.
These two pictures are also documents from the times of Maya and Tutankhamun. Thanks to the Egyptians’ excellent art
activities, like statues and murals, we have acceptable documents and material from the history of ancient Egypt.
There is one more thing revealed here. Maya’s skull structure resembles that of Tutankhamun.

Maya’s skull structure from his tomb. The picture shows approximate skull
structure and what the head looked like

Tutankhamun’s skull structure, a 100-%-certified X-ray of his mummy, resembling Maya’s.

Horemheb’s profile from a
mural in his tomb. We see
his skull structure, resembling that of Maya’s.

Smenkhare’s profile from a mural.
His skull structure is similar to Maya’s.

According to the murals, all three profiles have similar skull structures. I believe they resemble each other
anthropologically, they may have been siblings with the same father but eith different mothers. Note that they
all wear wigs.

Tutankhamun and his wife
Anchenpaaton. We can see
that they look like each
other. By using a simple
anthropological analogy we
can see that they were
sibling and had the same
father, Maya. Anchenpaaton
does
not
fit
into
Akhenaten’s family, she did
not have the same skull
structure as did Akhenaten
and Nefertiti.

Tutankhamun

Anchenpaaton

Tiye, Yuya’s daughter - KV-35EL
She has copied her father’s skull
structure.

KV-55 (Sitamun)
Tiye’s daughter with the same skull
structure as her mother, and maternal
uncle.

Yuya, KV-46
Akhenaten’s maternal uncle

Tutankhamun

Tutankhamun

KV-55. Skull structure from KV-55. We see that the mummy’s skull is almost identical with
Yuyu’s skull structure. The female mummy in KV-55 is related to Akhenaten, it is possible
that she is Akhenaten’s sister Sitamun. Scientists have established that it is a female body.
There is also a DNA match linking Amenhotep III, Yuyu and Tiye.

We can establish that there was
no
biological
connection
between Tutankhamun and
Akhenaten. The X-ray pictures
prove that Tutankhamun’s skull
structure is quite different from
that of Tutankhamun’s family.

Meritaton’s profile from
a mural. The same type
as that of skull structure
as Yuya’s.

Neferneferuaten Tasherit?

Maketaton. She and
Yuya have the same
kind of skull
structure.

Neferneferure?

Anchenpaaton’s profile from a painting. We can see that her skull structure
does not match Meritaton or
Maketaton. It is more similar to
Maya’s and his son’s skull structures
than it is to that of Akhenaten’s family.
I think that her father was Maya and
her mother was Nefertiti.

Setepenre?

Maya’s tomb in Saqqara

This mural, from Maya’s tomb, depicts Merit as a mother and Tutankhamun. In other words: we see mother and son
together.

Kija

Kija

However I look upon this, I see Merit being Tutankhamun’s biological mother. Tutankhamun’s mother cannot
disappear without leaving traces behind.
One of the Egyptologists said this, it is about a particular portrait: ”When I look at the face of the sarcophagus, I come to think
about Tutankhamun. The nose, the mouth and the eyes have Tutankhamun’s strains. When I saw the sarcophagus when the
tomb was opened I immediately saw the connection between KV-63 and KV-62, Tutankhamun’s tomb.” – I fully agree with
this Egyptologist since I, after having seen portraits of Merit and Kija, see them as siblings with strains of Tutankhamun in
both their faces.
This pot was found beside the mummy in KV-55. It was X-rayed. There is a small inscription which is almost impossible to
see, but there are traces and the name “Kija” can be seen. At the same time they found something that looks like a bird. The Xray pictures showed the name Kija and a bird on the pot.
Besides the name Kija, a bird-like animal was discovered on the pot. It may mean that Kija’s animal origin was a bird or that
she was the sister of a person who also had a bird (vulture/eagle) as animal origin, like Merit. This is a very valuable and
important discovery about Kija by the Egyptologists, despite of the fact that her mummy is lost.

The latest results from science using state-of-the-art equipment
regarding Akhenaten and Tutankhamun
Who favours who? In whose interest are these results? The assigner? Who is the assigner
here?

A simple mural in the Amarna tomb. The naked couple, Akhenaten and Nefertiti. Expressive evidence that Akhenaten was a
hybrid/virgin. A simple result, is it not?

How did Tutankhamun die?
After Akhenaten left the life on Earth via ascension, Smenkhare was elected pharaoh. But since he was fairly
young, he had to share the power with a family member from Akhenaten’s family. Some researchers maintain that
this member was Nefertiti. He ruled for about 4-6 years. The royal court was surrounded by heavy mystery, filled
with secrets. Not much is really known about Smenkhare. It was probably Nefertiti, using the name
”Ankhkheperure” and her father Ay who rules Egypt with an iron rod. As far as I understand there were
problems at court regarding religion. Pharaoh Smenkhare questioned the worship of Aten and did not any more
share the opinions of the court. Therefore he was murdered. Nefertiti and her father Ay were behind this murder. It
is not difficult to find out about murder plots and culprits if you know the history of Dynasty 18. They also
probably removed Smenkhare from the history of Amarna. Amun’s clerics were behind Smenkhare, but it did not
help.
Tutankhamun was elected pharaoh after Smenkhare. The surroundings of the court became even darker. Not much
is really known Tutankhamun either, not even his year of birth or when he married Anchenpaaton. History tells us
that he was a young boy when he ascended the throne and on the throne there is a painting of him together with
her. I believe that he was 6-8 years old and she was even younger. It is evident that a child cannot govern a large
realm like Egypt. He had co-rulers like Nefertiti and Ay using the name”Neb-Kheperu-Ra” and they ruled the
country with an iron rod. Eventually also Nefertiti disappeared and suddenly Maya himself was at Tutankhamun’s
court. We see that from his tomb pictures. Something had happened to Nefertiti since she was no longer executing
power.

This box is at the museum of Cairo. Here we find the name
Ankhkheperure. Many people believe that Ankhkheperure could be
Smenkhare’s second name. My view is that Smenkhare did not need
any other name than the name by which he was known as a pharaoh.
Nefertiti was behind the name Ankhkheperure.

This artefact with the name Neb-Kheperu-Ra was found in the
ruins of Amarna. It is one of Tutankhamun’s names according to
Egyptologists. It is said he was given the name when he was
crowned. How many names did the child Tutankhamun have?
And why so many names? In historical chronicles there are only
two names: Tutankhamun and Tutankhaten. He was also called
King Tut. My personal opinion is that Ay was active behind the
name Neb-Kheperu-Ra.

Tutankhamun left this golden throne behind. The throne is for a 1012-year-old child. A 19-year-old adult cannot sit down on this
throne. Tutankhamun and his wife are both younger than 12 years,
which is evident from the picture above.

Tutankhamun on his throne. It is evident that he could
have been around 12 years old and needed help from his
father.

The golden throne for a small boy. It is a national treasure in Egypt and is kept in a glass case in the Museum of Cairo. In front
of the right and left armrest there is a young lion. The Lion is a symbol of, for example, Tutankhamun’s animal origins and
monarchy (this lion was later on transferred by birth to the tribe of Judah with the name David, so Judah became a true symbol
of monarchy).

Aton

On the reverse side of the throne is something unusual, a cartouche with Tutankhamun’s royal name, ”Tutankhaten”.
Tut-Ankt-Aten. In the cartouche we can see the dark sun Aten. Aten was already ravaging the solar system and was on its way
to orbit the Sun. Furthermore: the meaning of the name is very interesting, Tut-ankt-aten means ”Aten’s living picture”.
Biologically, Akhenaten and Tutankhamun had nothing to do with each other. A lion cannot be a living picture of a serpent.
What has Akhenaten planned here? I will return to this subject later. – Anyway, he was crowned king in the name of Aten
according to an earlier agreement with Akhenaten.

Surprisingly, there is another name here. At the front of the cartouches we can read ”Tut-Ankh-Amun”. He probably
received this name at birth and there we can see the transition, the move from Amarna to Thebes. “Tutankhamun” means
“Amun’s living picture”. In this context he abolished the Aten Cult and returned to Amun. Thus, Tutankhamun’s decision is
written in gold, thereby, the religion of Aten was rejected. By changing his name to Tutankhamun, he demonstrated the
return of the old cult. He obviously signed the decision, but the very idea and the transition process were not planned by
Tutankhamun. Since he was king and pharaoh, he made the final decision in order not to become ”Aten’s living picture.”
He was probably also supported by his father Maya. He could have been around 11 years old, a child. It seems as if
Tutankhamun and his close circles left the town of Amarna the same year and moved back to Thebes. – There were
consequences: the capital of Egypt could no longer be the city of Aten. – A question: Where were Nefertiti and Ay when the
decision was made?

Tutankhamun as a child ruler was very interested in for example hunting, a hoppy he liked very much. Not the
hunt as such but to hunt animals in a fast dogcart drawn by fast horses. His hunting grounds were 650 kilometres
from the Valley of the Kings. He was there quite often to avoid hearing bad things about himself.

Tutankhamun practices bow and
arrow

Tutankhamun’s dogcart was found in his tomb.
The wheel had six spokes, the origin of David’s
six-pointed star.

Tutankhamun practices bow and
arrow

Hunting ground in the Giza desert where Tutankhamun as a young man used to hunt in
his dogcart.

Tutankhamun in his dogcart in the Giza desert.

He is hunting, shooting bird-like animals. His dog is taking part in the hunt.

How did Tutankhamun die? It is a mystery, but even a mystery leaves traces behind. Some of the researchers and
Eyptologists mean that Tutankhamun died in a battle against Nubia. He died as a commander, he was to lead the
army and died during the battle. But there is one Egyptologist who says that Tutankhamun died while hunting. I
totally support that theory (it I the same Egyptologist who maintains that Kija was Tutankhamun’s mother, based
on common strains in their faces).
As far as I understand, also in the secret world, Akhenaten and Maya probably agreed and let their third daughter
Anchenpaaton marry Tutankhamun. In return Tutankhamun promised a transition to Aten worship and stay with
that forever. But as we know, Tutankhamun broke the agreement. – He never made a deal with Akhenaten, his
father did it in his place.
Since Tutankhamun was a child ruler, he had by his side Ay as a true ruler. Ay had a cover name,”Neb-KheperuRa” and used this name as a ruler behind Tutankhamun. He was also called the “Father of Gods”. Nefertiti,
together with Ay probably sentenced Tutankhamun to death and Ay was appointed to execute the sentence.
One day, when Tutankhamun was on the Giza hunting grounds, Ay secretly followed him. When Tutankhamun
and some of his followers were far away, Ay attacked him. He killed Tutankhamun’s companions and then he
chased Tutankhamun. Tutankhamun, who was only around 12 years old, had understood that Ay wanted him dead
and rushed for home. Ay probably first hit him with an arrow. Tutankhamun lost his balance and fell from his
dogcart which was turned upside down. Ay caught up with him. Tutankhamun was still alive and Ay immediately
beat him to death. Nobody knew that Ay was on the hunting grounds and he raised the alarm: Tutankhamun had
disappeared, he did not return home. When Tutankhamun’s staff found him, he was already dead. But Ay managed
to be quiet about Tutankhamun’s death and went on ruling in Tutankhamun’s name, for example during Nubia’s
rebellion against Egypt. It was he who appointed Huy governor of Nubia. Most people thought Tutankhamun was
still alive and could give evidence about Huy’s tomb.
An autopsy, including X-rays of his skull, was performed on Tutankhamun’s mummy in 1968. This rendered new
facts. X-ray pictures revealed traces of a blood-clot at the back of his skull. This could indicate that Tutankhamun
could have died from an arrow or from a blow to the back of his neck. A small, loose piece of bone was also found
inside the skull.
Scientists found traces of an arrow which can corroborate that he was on the hunting grounds. Then radiobiologists
discover one more picture. Broken bones were found on the skeleton, indicating that someone beat him. In this
case, several researchers maintained that Ay was the one who killed Tutankhamun and thereafter became pharaoh
of Egypt.
One of the Egyptologists believes that Tutankhamun died in a hunting accident. Historical events indicate that he
died in battle against the Hittites. Later on it turned out that he had a malformed foot. DNA tests have shown that
Tutankhamun suffered from malaria, a variety called P. Falciparum, the most lethal of all types of malaria. It can
kill in a few days or it may take years. How did he get malaria while leading a rather secluded life because of the
threats?
Tutankhamun left these traces behind and all researchers are partially right. But Ay was the real killer according to
several scientists. I believe that Ay was a reincarnation of Levi, Jacob’s third son.

The 12-year old Tutankhamun was killed by Ay while hunting in the Giza desert.

The Hidden Horemheb
This is how I see Horemheb in the secret world. His parents
were Maya and Kija. His mother Kija was Akhenaten’s wife
and he was the elder brother of Tutankhamun. Horemheb knew
about all secrets and plans surrounding Akhenaten and his
family. In other words: Horemheb knew everything about
Akhenaten’s life and activities. Horemheb was also completely
against Aten worship and everything Akhenaten stood for. It
was he who murdered Ay, Akhenaten’s family and everybody
who knew something about Tutankhamun’s tomb in the Valley
of the Kings. He took part in preparations of Tutankhamun’s
funeral and also hid Tutankhamun’s tomb which contributed to
the fact that it was discovered in almost pristine condition. He
also finalized the move from Amarna to Thebes.
Pharaoh Horemheb, Dynasty 18

The last pharaoh of Dynasty 18

Horemheb was the last pharaoh of Dynasty 18. The tomb that Horemheb had built as a general is in Saqqara, his royal tomb
is in the Valley of the Kings. Both are famous for their ornaments, he was artistic. It was Horemheb who was behind the
murals in the Amarna tomb, connected to Akhenaten’s secrets and the birth of Tutankhamun. Horemheb was a reincarnation
of, among others, Jacob’s youngest son Benjamin. Later on in history we find him using the name Saul, Israel’s first king,
and even later as Adolf Hitler. His elder brother Smenkhare later on comes forward as “Salomo”, David’s son who became
the third and last king of Israel. In parallel to Adolf Hitler he lived and worked as Raoul Wallenberg. – There is still a
mystery surrounding Tutankhamun: his heart was missing in the mummy. Who removed it and why? Since time immemorial
the heart has been combined with love, faithfulness, loyalty. Tutankhamun did not show love, faithfulness and loyalty
towards Akhenaten and his religion. The fact that his heart was gone from the mummy strengthens the theory that,
biologically, he had nothing to do with Akhenaten, because the blood was not transformed. Who removed the heart? If we
analyze the full context concerning the relations between Akhenaten and Tutankhamun we see that it was Horemheb’s
decision to cut out the heart from the mummy a demonstration that Tutankhamun was not Akhenaten’s son.

The Egyptologists know about the artefacts from tomb 55 and they know that there were paper-thin gold leaves in the
sarcophagus. They hoped that the mummy’s name was written on them. – Sitamun, Akhenaten’s sister in the sarcophagus.

Here are the golden sheets from the sarcophagus, they were put there a long time ago. We
can see the inscription, the words wa, en and ra. One Egyptologists says that they are some
of Akhenaten’s titles. The first thing to be revealed, I think, is the word ra. Akhenaten was
a reincarnation of, for example, Menkaura, who built the third and smallest Giza pyramid.
Egyptologists mean that it was Akhenaten’s sarcophagus, “but the serpent was more
cunning than any beast of the field”, Gen 3:1. WA-A-EN-RA were Akhenaten’s female
titles when he appeared as a woman in different dangerous situations. His sister Sitamun
used the same titles. She was Akhenaten’s double, since also Akhenaten had enemies all
over Egypt. She represented him in dangerous situations.

In the secret world I see that at Akhenaten’s ascension and after he was declared dead, his sister Sitamun was killed and put
into the sarcophagus instead of him. A portrait of Akhenaten was attached to the sarcophagus and his name was inscribed to
mislead posterity. This event was also a top secret for everybody but Horemheb. He removed Akhenaten’s face and the name
from the sarcophagus. In that way he pointed out that Akhenaten is not in the sarcophagus.
A number of artefacts were found in Akhenaten’s tomb, for example one of the child’s chairs.

The first thing we notice is that the chair is for a child, this chair is not for a 19-year-old adult person, it is too small. The second
thing is that it reminds me of the running “white stag”, chased by Hunor and Mogor in the Maeotis area. More info at Obscure
Magyar, pp 15-17. A golden miracle herd connected to Hungarian history.
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Eagle/vulture. Primarily, this animal reminds me of Tutankhamun’s mother Merit’s animal origin, eagle/vulture means mother.
Hungary too has an eagle/vulture as an original emblem and symbol, Turul. This animal can also symbolically be connected to
Hungarian history. More info at Tutankhamun, the Young Lion and Obscure Magyar, pp 47-48.
In both Pict 1 and Pict 2 the eagle holds an object in its claws. One of the objects, in Pict 1, I believe to be the Sun in a
yellowish colour. The object in Pict 2 I believe is a dark sun, Aten, a neutron star in a reddish-brown colour. This is called a
binary star system. The sun Aten was already in the solar system. It had returned from a shorter orbit around the Sun.

This mural illustrates Tutankhamun’s hunting with a planet soaring above him. The planet is neither the Moon nor the
Earth but reminds me of the planet Nibiru whose orbit is round the dark sun, the neutron star, the biggest planet in its solar
system. – A struggle about this planet with Akhenaten.

Tutankhamun’s cross. A cross symbolizing Tutankhamun’s future, a future awaiting him.
The Sign of Life, ankh-

These shields are preserved in Governor Huy’s tomb in Nubia, as murals. Slightly renovated they are still alive today.

Akhenaten.

Pharaoh Akhenaten
This painting can be found in Tutankhamun’s tomb, ”the golden serpent”. The message is Akhenaten’s and is about the future. Akhenaten
wish was leave his hybrid life behind and emerge as only a man, which we clearly can see in the picture. Akhenaten, the dark serpent,
carries the ”Crown of Upper Egypt” and when he becomes a man he will carry the “Crown of Lower Egypt”, a symbol of our galaxy. More
info at The Crowns of Egypt and their Secrets and Dynasty 0 in Ancient Egypt. This sketch is personal and does not concern the world.
Who put Akhenaten’s secret, private sketch on a container in Tutankhamun’s tomb. Horemheb?
In an Egyptian book for the dead we can read this prayer: ”Let him cross Heaven and Earth, let him at the end go to meet his mother and
father”. I will return to this prayer towards the end. Let us leave Egypt for Israel.
The mural in Tuthmosis’ III’s tomb. It illustrates that all
of Dynasty 18 rests on the shoulders of Akhenaten.
Above Akhenaten’s we see the sign of life, “ankh”, as a
cross waiting for Akhenaten in future Christianity. We
can add that Amun’s day of birth was April 18, in the
zodiac sign Aries. This Dynasty 18 was surrounded by
mystery.

The neutron star Aten was already inside the solar system when Akhenaten ascended and planned the exodus
from Egypt and the foundation of the state of Israel. When Israel was founded, the founders mainly came from
the Levi tribe. The politicians were Levites, as were religions and clergy. The defense, too, was managed by
Levites. The religion was initially called ”Leviathan” since almost only Levites were in focus and Jews were not
included. When David was born into the Judah tribe the religion started to shine again. When Israel was at its
height, monarchy was established and there were three kings. Saul was number one, the first king of the
Benjamin tribe, David of the Judah tribe was number two and Salomo was number three, also of Judah tribe.
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten. In the Old Testament we notice that God speaks in person with, for
example, all prophets. This can only mean that he was continually reincarnated to be able to manage his activities
through the prophets, among others. Prophets functioned as mass media in those days.
Saul ruled in Israel for about 40 years (BC 1047-1007), David also around 40 years (BC 1007-967), and Salomo
around 45 years (BC 967-922). All three rulers had a very long and rich reign. Saul’s mistake was that he did not
abide to God’s guidelines. In this context I suspect that God/Serpent God lived and worked between the reigns of
David and Salomo. First David would build a temple for God, then Salomo. When you read the word “temple”
you get a picture of a building. Here, temple means ”human-like body” since God himself could not create it, but
both Daniel and Salomo could beget children and heirs. As far as I understand, the Serpent God was personal and
quite open when he talked to David and Salome, he was to the point. He needed help to construct a human-like
body in order to avoid being reincarnated from a female branch. His first hope was David but it seems as if he did
not want to take part, he did not want his soul to unite with God’s soul. And in that way God might be able to
beget a son who looked like both David and God. David was a reincarnation of Tutankhamun.

Michelangelo, David, 1501-1504. A fantastic illustration by the great master Michelangelo. The pictures clearly demonstrate how David
would unite with the Serpent. Then God/the Lord would beget a son who would look like both David and the Serpent, God. The rock from
Akhenaten would be a plan for the future, a foundation stone, based on David. In that body God, the Serpent, be the father. But David turned
the proposal down, no temple for the Serpent Deity.
The next hope for God was David’s son Salomo. I have a very strong feeling that David and Salomo did not have time to talk about this.
David passed away and he took this issue with him. Salomo was young, but a very wise and reflective monarch. He had David’s blood in
him, as a foundation. God personally brought this issue to Salomo. He told Salomo that his father David was Tutankhamun and Tutankhamun
was Akhenaten’s son. There is proof in Egypt, God told Salomo, and he referred to a rock which was in a secret place. God also mentioned
that Salomo was a reincarnation of Pharaoh Smenkhare. The young king was at first very interested in the issue which was a kind of wisdom.
He focused on Egypt and had many contacts and extensive trade with the Egyptians.

King Salomo points to the rock after an Egyptian journey.

Salomo himself visited Egypt a couple of times and I understand that he found the hidden rock, following God’s directions.
Salomo was allowed to make notes of the contents of the rock and when he got the translation he was surprised, since he initially
did not believe what God told him about Tutankhamun’s fatherhood. He was very attracted by Egypt.

Salomo started a large investigation with either the then pharaoh, Psusennes II (960/59-946/45), the last pharaoh of
Dynasty 21, or Sheshonq I (946/45-925734), the first pharaoh of Dynasty 22. An investigation carried out around
330 years after Dynasty 18 had withdrawn into dark history did not find any concrete result concerning Akhenaten
as a father of Tutankhamun, except the rock. Salomo met the Serpent God several times and he found God’s plans
utopian, that they could not be realised. Therefore he did not want to take part in building a temple for God. As far
as I understand, this is the main reason why the nation Israel was dissolved after having been a monarchy for about
125 years, it was the will of God. The monarchy was split into two parts: the Kingdom of Judah (the tribes of Judah
and Benjamin) representing David, and the Kingdom of Israel (the ten tribes) representing the Serpent God. History
tells us that there were battles between these two realms. But God did not give up the idea of the foundation stone.
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 11-13.

Buddha

Buddha

Siddhartha Gautama, around 563-483 B.C.
- The elephant (with the yellow colour)

Siddhartha Gautama. The world could see an elephant placed inside a Star of David. I believe that David’s
temporary union with Siddhartha Gautama was a demonstration that he could unite with the right individual.
According to history he started a family, begot children and had a long, successful life. This demonstration by
David and Siddhartha certainly irritated God. David built a temple, human-like body for Buddha. More info at
Obscure Magyar, pp 18-21.
The Aten religion was a failure after a relatively short period of time. The Leviathan religion, failed because of the
foundation stone. The next religion was Christianity, the Palestinian crucifixion where the Serpent was supposed to
have the paternal role according to the foundation stone. How does the gospel on the birth of Jesus Christ start? In
a manger in a stable in Bethlehem. The birth of a lion always takes place in the nature, as does that of a serpent, but
which animal is born in a stable? A bull is one example.

?

?
The Lamb of God/Serpent, Izates II/Jesus
Born into the royal family in Adiabene,
Armenia. The Levite, priestly Messiah
according to Aaron and the church order of
Melchizedec. Nostradamus calls him AntiChrist.

The Lion of Judah, Joseph Jr.
Born in Bethlehem, the guest house.
The worldly and Davidian Messiah

The Bull was symbolically born in a
stable. The richest animal on Earth,
biblical name: Satan, Wealthy Messiah.
Nostradamus also names him AntiChrist.

X
According to Akhenaten’s plan, the foundation stone (Izates II/Jesus) was to have a paternal role in Palestine, in the new religion
Christianity. The religion collapsed at the beginning. The four gospels are catastrophic for the religion, they are written about
and for the Bull who plays the role of Jesus, the basis of the lie as well as the gospels. The Book of Revelation is more about
Jesus, it says that he is David’s root. The Serpent gave the issue to the Bulls to handle carefully. They evidently did since it was
not of any use for the Serpent.

Brutus and his companions murder Julius Caesar

Julius Caesar (100-44) at different ages

Marcus Junius Brutus (85-42) 43 years old

Augustus Octavian (63-14) 77 years old

Caesarion, (47-30) 17 years old

Julius Caesar and his two biological sons Brutus (not official) and the lion Caesarion and his adopted son Augustus. Brutus, the
Serpent, had extensive knowledge at an advanced intellectual level, something that attracted Caesarion. If we read history we see
that Brutus hated Caesar and was always up against him. If we study Brutus in all the preserved pictures of him, we can see that
he looks more male than female, he does not look like a hybrid. What has happened? My opinion is that some male power joined
the Serpent (like Buddha and David) and after birth he looked more male than female. He got the human-like body from Julius
Caesar and thereby became his first-born son. – Now the Serpent for the first time managed to be a first-born child of Earthly
Adam. Julius Caesar did not know that Brutus was the Serpent, his enemy number one. He liked Brutus, helped him with his
career, forgave him and in BC 45 Brutus was also included in his will. His successor and heir was evidently Augustus Octavian,
but Caesar wrote in his will that should Octavian die first, Brutus would be his heir.

Brutus was a very strange individual. He had psychological problems, he was never a balanced person. My opinion is that he had
still problems with his genitals, they never looked quite male. Since Julius Caesar was his biological father, Brutus blamed him
for his body failures, it was his fault that Brutus did not become a real man. Because of this he decided to murder Julius Caesar
and he did so with his companions on March 15, BC 44.
According to historical chronicles a strange thing happened: When Caesar sank down at the foot of of a statue of Pompey after
having received 23 dagger thrusts, he is supposed to have said Et tu, Brute? (Even you, Brutus?). It is possible that he instead
said his last words in Greek: και συ, τεκνον? (Kai sy, teknon? Even you, my child?). He anyway said something like that, since
nobody really heard Caesar’s last words. When he caught sight of Brutus and received his first dagger thrusts, he perceived the
hated serpent’s eye and took it with him into death. Then he understood who Brutus and his friends Tillius Cimber and Cassius
really were. There are a number of reasons behind the murder of Caesar, but there is also a secret reason connected to Brutus.
Secretly, Caesar’s wife became pregnant with Caesar’s last child, Helena. She disappeared from the limelight after Caesar’s
death. So did his last wife, Calpurnia Pisonis.

On March 15, BC 44 (Idus Martiae, less correct Idus Martii; Latin for mid-March), just before Caesar was to begin his campaign against
the Parthians, the conspirators waited with daggers under their togas in the Pompey theatre (the ruins are immediately east of Piazza Campo
dei Fiori). When Caesar arrived he was stopped by Tillitus Cimber who tore off his toga and stabbed him with his dagger.

The other conspirators (Cassius and Caesars old friend/son Brutus) followed Tillius’ example. When Caesar sank down at the foot of a
statue of Pompey after having received 23 dagger thrusts, he is supposed to have said: Et tu, Brute? (Even you, Brutus?), in Greek: και συ,
τεκνον? (Kai sy, teknon? Even you, my child?). What does this last message to Brutus mean?

The Serpent God Akhenaten/Brutus had an issue connected to fatherhood. Since he killed Julius Caesar, the small chance he had
disappeared for good. The possibility that the Serpent could have been Earthly Adam’s first-born son never came back, but the Serpent
will never become the new Adam, like Christianity maintains that Jesus is the new Adam. Right there, the Serpent’s last little chance
disappeared.

Brutus’ coins after the murder of Julius Caesar. Here we see him as a patricide.
He silently objected to the worship of Zeus/Jupiter, he objected to the heathens.

Phillipi

Philippi

Artefact
Artefact
After the murder of Caesar, there was a power vacuum and chaos in Rome. Mark Antony was soon at the helm of Caesar’s legionaries and
suddenly Octavius, the eighteen-year old son of Caesar’s niece, stepped forward and, surprisingly, became Caesar’s heir, with the name
Octavianus, in his will. Civil war in Rome and the battle of Philippi which Brutus and Cassius lost. History notes that Cassius committed
suicide, the world can accept that. The same source also says that Brutus committed suicide after having lost the battle against Antony on
October 23, BC 42. Brutus’ defeat was a fact.

He ran away but was caught and committed suicide with his hunters. I do not believe in this. The Serpent never committed
suicide. Even if his army lost the battle of Philippi he had plenty of time to leave his hunters and he could disappear with a
UFO, he ascended. Philippi was a suitable area at which a UFO could land to take Brutus onboard. Note that this is my opinion
about Brutus’ suicide. As far as I know, his body was never found. Antony, Octavianus and Lepidus continued to govern Rome
for a couple of years. There is an artefact from the battle of Philippi, with a bull and Caesar’s eagle. Who is the bull a symbol
of? Mark Antony? It is a good idea to have a closer look at this Mark Antony who had married into Julius Caesar’s family, a
Caesar who was at the centre of events.
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Coin 1. Mark Antony married Octavianus’ half-sister Octavia. One side of the coin is an illustration of the marriage. Antony,
Octavianus and Lepidus were called “the three triumvirs”, illustrated on the reverse side of the coin. We can clearly see that the
three triumvirs are surrounded by two serpents. On the reverse side of coin 2 we see the same serpents surrounding Octavia,
Octavianus’ sister and wife of Antony. This looks very strange. The Serpent Brutus was gone but his memories of him were
still there. Octavia’s brother Octavianus, as Augustus, became Roman Emperor and had to watch out for the Serpent. I
mentioned that the artefact from Philippi depicts a bull, and I see a bull or a bull-like animal in him. This Antony ingratiated
himself with Julius Caesar and his women, one of them was Cleopatra of Egypt. In BC 30 Antony committed suicide shortly
before Cleopatra did the same. They had three children: Alexander Helios (the Sun), Cleopatra Selene (the Moon) and
Ptolemy Philadelphus. The names Helios and Selene are very interesting. What is even more remarkable, according to the
chronicles, is that Mark Antony became an eternal friend of the Bull Herod the Great.
In Rome, the Jupiter/Zeus cult is still alive

Emperor Tiberius, AD 14-37

Emperor Augustus (27-14)

Cosmic Adam’s family
tree
Herod’s family tree and dynasty
Aries,
Cosmic
Adam’s zodiac
sign
Nebuchadnezzar 11

Parecha Julius,
Around B.C.110-20

Antipater, 100-43 B.C.
Greek origin, not Jewish. Pompey appointed
him instead of Hyrkanos II in 63.

Jewess Mary
Helena, around BC 44-AD 50
Julius Caesar’s daughter Around BC 50-AD 20
Mother of Joseph Jr
Mother of Izates II
Queen of Adiabene royal family
Converted from Zoroaster to
Judaism

Herod the Great, BC 73 – AD 4
”client king”, tetrarch, of Judah, Samaria and
Galilee. King of Judah in 40 BC.
A
reincarnation of, among others, Nebuchadnezzar II. Met with three kings about the
birth of Messiah in Bethlehem. Killed children
below the age of two, according to Matthew.

Herod II, Philip, BC 27 - AD 33
Son of Herod the Great. From year 4 tetrarch in
Iturea and Trachonitis.
Married to Herodias.

Jehosef bar Parecha
Around BC 63-AD 18
Father of Thomas
Foster father of Joseph Jr
(Carpenter Joseph)

Joseph Jr

Izates II/Jesus,
Around BC 16 –AD 28
A reincarnation of Brutus. Izates
II, crowned king, (King of the
Parthian) Also founder of
religion. Born during the reign of
Emperor Augustus, killed
Carpenter Joseph. Denied
fatherhood of the Serpent.
D. John
messenger of the
future Kingdom of
Heaven and natural
catastrophes. More
info at Ancient
Persia and its
Secrets.

Around BC 29-AD 26
A reincarnation of,
among others, David
and Caesarion, Born in
Bethlehem, Judea by
Jewess Mary before
the reign of Augustus.

Thomas bar Jehosef
Around BC 38-AD 62
Born in Armenia.
Founder of
Gnosticism:
knowledge, science

J. Caesar
Rome’s
greatest
leader

(the Baptist) John around 34-15
A reincarnation of, among others,
Julius Caesar. Son of Zechariah
and Elizabeth, Adiabene royal
family. Born in Jerusalem.

Herod Philip, BC 24-AD 34
Son of Herod the Great; married to Salome II,
Herodia’s daughter. Tetrarch in Batanea from year 4,
Philippi. Ruled as a tetrarch over River Jordan and
land areas northeast of the Sea of Galilee from the
death of Herod in year 4 to his death. He built the
towns of Caesarea Philippi and Bethsaida. He
executed John the Baptist and allowed Izates II/Jesus
to go on with their activities.

The Bull’s reincarnation around BC 2, of, among others, Herod the Great.
He was the son of very wealthy parents, of Greek origin, born somewhere
in Cyrene, symbolically in a stable. His Biblical name:”Satan”. Born
during the reign of Emperor Augustus. His mother was also called Mary.
Was close to, among others, Herod’s royal family.

Flavius Iosephus,
Born in Jerusalem AD 37 or 38, probably died shortly after
100, was a Jewish historian, son of Mathias, a Jewish rabbi.

Star of David
Herod Archelaus, BC 23-AD 16
Son of Herod the Great
Ethnarch of Judea, Samaria and Idumea from
year 5. Coin from his time. On one side are
two bull heads and on the reverse side a
serpent with a crescent and the letter M as a
sign.

More info at: Hanging Gardens of Babylon, Architects’ Protector, Tutankhamun, the
Young Lion and Omnipotent Akhenaten.

Herod Antipas, BC 21-AD 40
Son of Herod the Great
Coin from his time. We see Herod’s family
tree. Tetrarch in Galilee from AD 4.
According to the gospels he tortured the Jew
Joseph Jr before the crucifixion. He was in
Jerusalem when the Jew Joseph Jr, Mary’s
son, was crucified. The clergy sentenced him
to death. Herod Antipas approved the death
sentence and did not stop its execution. Pilate
found both Joseph Jr and Jesus not guilty.

Joseph Jr, the worldly and
Davidian Messiah, Lion of
Judah, was crucified around AD
26 during Emperor Tiberius’
reign.
Jewess Mary’s son.

Izates II/Jesus, the Levite,
priestly Messiah according to the
church order of Aaron and Melchizedec. Lamb of God/Serpent
during the reign of Tiberius.
Queen Helena-the Black Madonna was Jesus Christ’s mother.

Satan, the Bull,
Messiah and God
of wealth.
Satan Christ.
Son
of
Greek
Mary.

Herod Agrippa I, BC 10-AD 44.
Son of Aristobulus IV, grandson of Herod the
Great, king of Judea 41-44.
The middle coin is from his time, symbolizing
the parasol (ombrellino) which later on became
a vacant coat of arms for the Holy See when a
pope died.

Herod Agrippa II, BC 27-AD 100
Son of Herod Agrippa I, great grandson of Herod the
Great. Tetrarch in Judea, died around AD 100. The middle
coin is from Agrippa I’s time, a symbol of a wheat-like
plant. Two popes used this plant as a coat of arms. During
Agrippa II’s reign Jerusalem was destroyed in a bloodbath
70-71, because the animals played religion.

One single document from Josephus reveals everything. A free pylon shaped as an
anchor from the bar on which the serpent is coiling. Even this picture is an illustration
that Jesus was never crucified, instead he put an end to Christianity. Two hands shaped
like clouds prevent the loose cross from falling down. The basis is that the Lion and
the Bull are the animals the Serpent is watching. The Lion Joseph Jr was 55 years old
when he was crucified in Jerusalem. The Serpent Jesus was around 44 years old when
he left the Earth and the Bull Satan was around 33 years old when he followed the
events surrounding the Lion and the Serpent.

Joseph Jr, Lion of Judah, Jewess Mary’s son;
Was crucified in Jerusalem by, among others, the clerics,
approved by the Herod royal family. Around AD 26. He was
buried in Jerusalem.

The resurrected Izates II/Jesus the Serpent, son of Queen Helena
of the Adiabene royal family. He took over the identity of Joseph
Jr and pretended to be him. He ascended around AD 28 from
Mount Tabor.

1 The original, worldly and Davidian Messiah, the Lion of the
Tribe of Judah.
More info at Tutankhamun, the Young Lion.

2 The Levite, priestly Messiah according to Aaron’s and
Melchizedec’s church order, Lamb of God/Serpent. More info at
Omnipotent Akhenaten

The Bull Deity, the third Messiah, Messiah of Wealth and Money. Let us now return to Rome and start with the Christian religion and the
Roman church, partly created by Paul. The year is around AD 60-70. The Emperor is Nero.

The crucifixion of fisherman Peter in Rome
during the reign of Emperor Tiberius. He was the
father of the Jew Joseph Jr. Peter’s cross shows
the direction for the future church. He was
crucified with his head pointing downwards, not
towards Heaven.

The first Roman church in Rome, built where the fisherman Peter was crucified and buried around AD 30.

A symbolic ship for the Roman church, launched around AD 30-33. Simon Peter (a reincarnation of Moses), the first high priest to decide
where to go is at the back and the coxswain Paul at the prow. There is no cross on the ship. PX stands for ”Pontifex maximus” which means
”high priest”. Next high priest in line was probably Linus who in his right hand accepts ”the Dove”, ”the Holy Spirit” around 64-79. Behind
him we see his coat of arms, PX. More info at Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, pp 6-13.

Cletus, 79-91

Soter, 168-177

Urban I, 222-230

Dionysius, 259-268

Eutychianus, 274-283

Marcellinus, 296-304

During the first three hundred years all high priests or popes had the same personal coat of arms as XP. Also in the pagan
Jupiter Cult the high priests used the emblem XP in their activities, called Christianity. But at the bottom there was more
worship of Jupiter, exactly as with the Roman imperial dynasty. In 306 Constantine the Great arrived at the centre of the
power elite. As the richest man on Earth he ascended the imperial throne and introduced Christianity.

During
that
time,
fisherman Peter’s ship
had met powerful waves
at sea. Occasionally, it
was about to sink.

Constantine the Great AD 306-337, Roman emperor. He introduced Christianity all over the Roman Empire. Officially the
religion was Christian, but unofficially it was still about worshipping Jupiter and Zeus. During the 4th century the Roman
church banned Gnosticism and the Lamb of God and all followers of Gnosticism were locked out from church.

First Council of Nicaea. The first Council of Nicaea took place in Nicaea between May 20 and July 25, 325, during the reig
of Constantine the Great. It was the first ecumenical (from Greek oikumene ’global’) council. The principal persons were
Constantine the Great and Pope Sylvester I, a reincarnation of Paul the Apostle. Around 200 Christian bishops from the
Roman Empire attended. The aim of the Council of Nicaea was to create a common creed for all Christianity. This council
established the Church’s creed of the Divinity of Jesus. The purpose of the council (also called synod) was to come to terms
with conflicts in the Alexandrian church concerning the nature of divinity, especially the issue of equivalence between the
first and second person in Trinity.

Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, regarded the
Father, the Son and Holy Spirit as equals.
Arius on the other hand, underlined the Father’s
divinity over his Son, i.e. that God existed before
Jesus. The Council opposed this and Trinity
became the official view of the church.

Alexander, Bishop of Alexandria

Arius, ascetic Presbyterian in
Alexandria

The Nicene Creed

Arius, asket och presbyter i
Alexandria,

Alexander, biskop i Alexandria,

The Trinity

The results of the first Council of Nicaea were also approved by Emperor Constantine the Great and Pope Sylvester I
concerning the Trinity and the Nicene Creed. At the same time, the Lamb of God/Jesus was excluded from the church because
of his gender and Gnosticism. Let us start with analyzing Trinity, what it really means.

This is the richest and most powerful
animal on Earth, the bull Constantine
the Great. He acknowledged “Trinity”
without understanding that he praised
the Serpent so Bishop Alexander from
Alexandria was completely right in his
statement: “Now the serpent was
more crafty than any of the wild animals the LORD God had made.” Genesis 3:1. Amen. The Bull Deity was
very poor when it came to knowledge.
The Serpent was superior.
Enki, earthly Adam

The Hybrid, Serpent/Virgin. The picture is an
illustration of the Lamb of God as a son, the Holy
Spirit as the woman who combines father- and
motherhood, using them according to the situation.
They are equal. The emblem of John the Apostle is
framed by clouds, those elected know the secret of
the Lamb of God on Earth as well as outside.
More info at Dark Matter and its Existence,
pp 13-24.

Akhenaten’s/The Lamb of God’s paterrnal role has totally collapsed in Christianity, the foundation stone is useless in
this context.
Anu, father of Gods

OBS! At the beginning of Genesis according to Moses, Anu appears as God. Thereafter the Serpent has taken over Anu’s role in world
history. Genesis according to Michelangelo. The Nicene Creed which was concocted by some animals is madness without context. It may
satisfy the ‘flock of sheep’, Constantine, the pope and clergy but not normal, natural people. More info at Mystery of the Moon, pp 106-110.

If we look back at the time of Messiah, we find three different Messiah characters: The crucified Messiah, the Lion of Judah,
Joseph Jr, the son of Jewess Mary, the resurrected Messiah, the Lamb of God/Serpent, Queen Helena’s son and the Bull, Christ
of money, son of the rich Greek Mary. Many people may want to know who hides behind the name the Bull.
Biblical Satan, the Bull, who was he who also said he was Jesus Christ but chose ”lion” as his animal symbol instead of Lamb of
God/Serpent. After the ascension of the Serpent/Lamb of God Jesus this character took over the dissemination of Christianity. I
have already mentioned, many times, that you cannot exist without leaving tracks behind, especially when you call yourself God
and Messiah. According to Mark 10:1-27 it is about a rich youngster who secretly followed Jesus. This short episode is very
interesting. Who was he, was he Joseph the Jew who openly spread his message or was he Jesus, who was active in closed
circles, in secrecy with rich people? The rich young man wanted eternal life and took advice from Jesus about it. Since Jesus
knew him, he said this. “Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who is rich
to enter the kingdom of God. When the disciples heard this, they were greatly astonished and asked, “Who then can be saved? In
the rich and secret circles people thought that Jesus was son of Jewess Mary and carpenter Joseph and called him “Master” a title
also Joseph had (nobody has seen Jesus together with Joseph and his family). Jesus said to this young man: ”/…/ go, sell your
possessions and give to the poor, /…/. Then come, follow me.” This young man became even richer and followed Jesus for
almost 2000years. This young man was about 30-33 years old, his name was John and he came from the clergy of Aaron.
He was the son of Mary the Greek and a cousin of Barnabas’. He was named Mark (Marcus) which in Latin means ”Heavy
Hammer” because he forged people in the same way a hammer forges hot iron. In other words: He ruled with a rod of iron. He
kept his name Mark until he died.
When the resurrection period was over and the Serpent/Lamb of God left the Earth around AD 28, the third phase started,
“Messiah and Money”. In this phase Mark the Bull, Mark Christ, the new Jesus was in focus. The purpose was to spread
Christianity around the world. But unlike the Lamb of God Jesus he had a lion as a symbol instead of the Serpent/Lamb of God.
Mark was not a member of the group of disciples around the Lamb of God Jesus, but he took part a couple of times when Jesus
had group meetings with his disciples in within Gnosticism. Mark Christ’s most important friend and disciple was his peer Paul
(Saul as a Jew, heathen, Paul as a Christian). Paul called Mark “the new Jesus Christ” even though he knew that Mark was a
very influential within the new Christianity. Thus, Paul was an apostle of the Bull in the new religion and not of the original
Lamb of God/Serpent. Mark’s mother was the Greek Mary (a reincarnation of, among others Isis, Hathor and Hera). She was a
very rich woman and had a big house with servants where Mark had his meeting place. All the new disciples around Paul did not
know about the Lamb of God and his disciples. The first three gospels were written around AD 60 the Lamb of God’s disciples
were not alive. More info at Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of time, pp 6-18. Mark, the Bull Christ, was in Alexandria
around AD 40-50 and preached Christianity in Egypt. The Bull Osiris returned to Egypt, founded the church and from there the
new religion was spread in Africa. He was probably the first bishop of Alexandria. During this ten-year period he also
accompanied Paul and Barnabas on their journeys as missionaries. We should remember that Serpent Jesus converted to
Gnosticism, founded by carpenter Joseph’s biological son Thomas with his disciples and brothers. The foundation of Gnosticism
was knowledge and science, not religion. From Paul and onwards new Christianity started to define itself, the Bull Mark was at
its centre instead of the Serpent/Lamb of God. I believe that Paul killed the rest of Jesus’ apostles after the ascension. Not
simultaneously but gradually. He killed Jesus’ eldest brother James Peter, the Lamb of God Jesus’ substitute, in Jerusalem after
Paul had received a secret book from James. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, p 21. My view is that he was behind lots of
murders of undesired people around Jesus, ordered by Mark. According to some sources, Paul and Mark were in Rome between
AD 60-65 and were imprisoned during Nero’s rule (Nero was a reincarnation of Jesus, Lamb of God). More info at Aries,
Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, pp 6-11. The fact that Mark chose a lion as his symbol was simply because he wanted to get
rid of the original lion, Joseph Jr the Jew. All four gospels end at the cemetery where Joseph Jr was buried. The first woman who
came to the grave was Mary of Magdala, wife of Joseph Jr. Matthew mentions a woman called “Mary” Could she have been the
Greek Mary, Mark’s mother? She was also influential and had secret knowledge and contacts all over Palestine. As I see it, all
clues point at Mark as being the third, fake Messiah, Christ. The way I see the Catholic Roman Church, Simon represents Peter,
Jesus’ elder brother. The Lamb of God/Jesus Christ and Paul represent the Bull Mark and from the birthday of the latter we say
”before or after Christ”. It was the Lamb of God Jesus’ intention to move all Christian activities to Rome during the Empire.
Mark followed him but not as a disciple but as Christ and God’s rival.

Simon Peter and Paul, the Apostles of the Lamb of
God and the Bull.

Bull deity Constantine the Great
A reincarnation of, among others Gilgamesh, Osiris, Nebuchadnezzr II, Alexander the Great, Zeus/Jupiter, and Herod the Great
More info at Hanging Gardens of Babylon.

Coins from the reign of Constantine
the Great, AD 337. A labarum,
monogram of Christ, who stabs the
Serpent. Constantine means that he is
Christ (Mark Christ or Mark Jesus
Christ). The final goal of the Roman
Church is to destroy the Serpent. This
is an explicit document from his time.
More info at Hanging Gardens of
Babylon and Obscure Magyar, the first
pages, 1-14

Pope Damasus I, 366-384 and Mark Christ
During the pontificate of this pope strange things happened, one example is the renovation of the gospels. Often in the
gospels word is against word, stories are made up, there are events which never took place. One example is the plunge in the
river Jordan. Time is not correct either: three persons from different times are combined into one person who never existed,
e.g. the Messiah characters. Queen Helena was Julius Caesar’s youngest and last secret daughter, she was probably born in
the year of the murder of Caesar (44) or in B.C. 43. Caesar’s third wife was pregnant with her when Caesar was killed. She
was 19 or 20 years old when she married and started to have children in the Adiabene royal family. Izates II/Jesus was born
around 16-15 B.C, so we need to adjust traditional time 20-25 years back in time.
There is an interesting passage in Luke 1:39-41: ”At that time Mary got ready and hurried to a town in the hill country of
Judea, where she entered Zechariah’s home and greeted Elizabeth. When Elizabeth heard Mary’s greeting, the baby leaped in
her womb, and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit.” This passage is much discussed. The fact that Zechariah lived in
the mountains in a town in Judea is correct since he was responsible for the management of Zoroaster’s fire. The temple was
situated at Mount of Olives in Jerusalem and it is probable that they lived there. Jewess Mary did not know Elizabeth at all,
because John (the Baptist) was born at least 20 years before Izates II/Jesus.
According to Josephus’ notations there is a similar story, but Helena is the mother: It happened after the marriage of the King
of Adiabene and his sister Helena that he gave her a child. One night when they were together in bed, Monobazus I put his
hand on Helena’s stomach and fell asleep. He thought he heard a voice urging him to remove his hand from his wife’s
stomach to avoid hurting the child and making sure that, by God’s providence, the birth would be safe and happy.
According to Josephus Monobazus I and Helena were siblings. It may be possible, Julius Caesar had many unknown children
with various women and Monobazus could have been his son, but he and Helena did not have the same mother. Who was this
Luke? The church historians Eusebius and Jerome maintained he was a Greek with origins in Antioch, a town in Syria. The
two church historians are falsifiers of the old gospels, we cannot be sure of his Greek origin. We know nothing about when
he was born or when he dies, facts are eradicated. He is said to have 85 years old when he was killed.
Being a doctor, Luke had free access to Helena’s royal family in Jerusalem. He knew Helena and everybody in her family. It
was probably Helena who told Luke about Monobazus’ dream in connection with his wife’s pregnancy with Izates II/Jesus.
He thought it was interesting and wrote it down. Josephus surely read the message and also wrote it down. The Church
Fathers rewrote this story and the new, falsified text became the starting point for the first three gospels, making Archangel
Gabriel into a messenger of the birth of Jesus.
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2

3
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Pict 1 shows Luke as an artist, painter, with an emblematic bull. Pict 2 shows Luke painting a portrait of Helena and her child Izates II. Pict 3
is a painting of Queen Helena, between Luke and the painting we see Izates II/Jesus symbolized by a dove. The dove is a female symbol, a
symbol of Jesus’ female part. Pict 4 is Luke’s emblem which did not exist in his time.
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Lukas under

In Pict 5 we see Luke with the finished painting. Not that the child, Izates II, is visible below the bull which is supposed to be the
animal origin of Izates II, Jesus. In Pict 6 we see the “Black Madonna” who ended up in Jasna Góra in Poland. It is claimed that this
painting of the Black Madonna originally was painted by Luke. More info at Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, pp. 12-18.
Pict 7 is an illustration of Luke, when he as an old man hangs himself. In Pict 8 shows the artist Luke who knew too much and who did
not join the Bull’s gang.
Note that his evangelist symbol is a winged ox or bull. The symbol was attached to him by the church father Irenaeus who connected
symbols of winged characters to the evangelists, representing the start and contents of their gospels. If we take a closer look at Pict 3
we see Jesus with a “dove” which is a female symbol. Pict 5 is an illustration of Jesus with a ”bull”, a male symbol. These two do not
go together. We can see that the Church Fathers were not very intelligent and made several grave mistakes when they rewrote the
gospels. They have even found some fairytales which do not reflect reality. They forgot that events always leave traces behind even if
they are covered up. You should be able to keep apart a serpent/lamb and a bull, something the Church Fathers could not do. During
the first 500 years the popes came from the Bull’s clergy who were ignorant and not very clever. Thus the Church Fathers replaced the
Serpent/Lamb of God with the Bull Mark, Helena with the Greek Mary, Mark’s mother. This was noticeable at the beginning,
irrespective of Pope Leo the Great and Gregory the great. A short look back to the time when the Serpent/Lamb of God started to
sneak into the church which he founded through his elder brother Simon Peter.

Felix III, 483-492

48

Felix III, 483-492
Felix III, 483-492

57

On 13 March 483, the Roman Felice Anicio
Frangipane was elected to the 48th pope,
taking the name Felix III. This pope’s
personal coat of arms was connected to
reality at a higher level of knowledge. On
the papal coat of arms we see, for the first
time, two lions. One is the original Lion of
Judah and the other is a symbolic, fake lion
holding a cross in the shape of a circle.
Above the symbolic lion are the letters R
and A. R=Stephanus Rex which means
crowned king. The letter A stands for the
new Adam in this context. The Lion Joseph
Jr was a king in those days but Izates/Jesus
was king of Adiabene. Thus, the Serpent’s
first clever pope was Felix III. It was a
breakthrough for the Lamb of God.

Agapitus I was the 57th pope, elected on
May 13, 535. This pope’s personal coat
of arms was a flying dragon with the
letters R and A. R=crowned king and
A=new Adam, i.e. Jesus Christ, the
Serpent. At that point in time the
Serpent’s clergy started to conquer the
Roman church from the clergy of the
Bull deity. The struggle about the church
between the Bull and the Serpent/Lamb
of God had started. The dragon is a
symbol from the time of Tiamat/Inanna
in Sumer. The dragon is a female
symbol.
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62

Agapetus, 535-536

Pelagius I, 556-561
The Roman Pelagius became the 60th pope, elected on April 16, 556. His
personal coat of arms reveals his goal and activities. On the coat of arms we
find a lion as an axis. A lion in an axis means the Lion of Judah, C. Also in
the axis are the signs R and A, crowned king and new Adam= the
Serpent/Lamb of God. Clever coat of arms, isn’t it? Two lions in one.

64

Gregory I, 590-604, Gregory the Great
Gregory I comes from the same family tree as did Pope Felix III. He was
elected on September 3, 590, the 64th pope. His programme and message
are the same as those of Felix III, as is his personal coat of arms. My
view is that Gregory I was a reincarnation of Jacob Petrus, Izates
II/Jesus’s eldest brother and his substitute. In his portrait we see a dove,
the Holy Spirit, a female symbol. Later on he turns up as, among others,
Gregory VII and Pius X.

96

Leo III, 795-816
Leo III was a Roman and took his papal name from the Lion of Judah.
He became the 96th pope on December 26, 795. His personal coat of
arms is also very cunning. The right field is a symbol of PW in which
we find the name Leo. In the left field we see 6 roses. Six is a symbol
of the Star of David and roses are female symbols. The meaning of it
all is that the Serpent is planted in the Lion. I believe he was the first
pope to represent the Lion of Judah. He was also a skilled diplomat
who knew the rules of the game and he could move around freely
among bulls and oxen.

Benedict I, 575-579
The 62th pope was the Roman Bonuses, elected on June 2, 575
carrying the name Benedict I. His coat of arms also illustrates
his programme and goal. The lilies are female symbols. For the
first time we see the number ”three” in this context, ”three” is is
a symbol of Trinity and symbolizes the Serpent.
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Boniface IV, 608-615
Boniface IV became the 67th pope on September 15, 608. His
personal coat of arms reminds me of Jerusalem’s royal coat of
arms which also displayed four crosses. The four crosses are
symbols of the Lion of Judah, Joseph Jr, the Lamb of
God/Serpent Izates II/Jesus, John (the Baptist) and the Bull
Mark. A short historical retrospect to Palestine.
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Paschal I, 817-824
The Roman Pascale Massini became pope no. 98 on January
25, 817, papal name Pachal I. His signature can be seen on the
right field of the coat of arms, very clever. Even more clever is
the left field which illustrates an axis. The axis has an R,
crowned king=the Lamb of God/Serpent. In other words:
Paschal I was the Lamb of God’s pope.
Now we are getting close to year 1000. The dark Middle Ages
and the 1000-year realm of Jesus Christ/the Lamb of God are
approaching. The Bull’s clergy are still very influential within
the Roman church.
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104

Leo IV, 847-855

Benedict III, 855-858

The Roman Leo became the 103rd pope on April 10, 847 using the name
Leo IV. Leo=the Lion of Judah. His programme is displayed on his
personal coat of arms. On the right filed we see his name or signature in
the shape of a cross. A crescent (Serpent) touches the top of the cross. The
left field has a symbol of the top of the huge mountain. On it we see two
flowers and at the centre is a tree-like plant. The sun above shines on the
mountain. The sun is a symbol of the Lion and the illumination from the
sun brings us the truth about Joseph Jr as Messiah. This pope represented
the Lion.
The popes and clergy of Constantine the Bull still dominate the inner
activities of the church, but are severely weakened.
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Marinus I, 882-884
Marinus I became the 108th pope on December 16, 882. His coat of
arms is expressive. The message is that the road of the coiling serpent
is unpredictable. This is the first time a pope has a serpent message
on his coat of arms. Focus in his programme was on the Serpent, not
the Bull.

Benedict was a Roman, son of a man named Peter. He was pope
no. 104 from September 29, 855. His personal coat of arms is
the most cunning of all papal coats of arms. In a dream,
Constantine saw a cross in the sign ”E” and heard a voice
telling him that he would be victorious under that sign. In hoc
signo vinces, in Greek: τούτω νίκα. Benedict III’s personal
coat of arms shows the sign double-E. The first E (A) has
crescents placed inside right angles. The sign ‘E’ is tied to the
sign ‘C’ in which we see a coiling serpent in the shape of the
letter S. The pope’s goal was that in the end the serpent would
be victorious, not the bull.
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Romanus, 897-897
We know almost nothing about Romanus. He became the 114th pope
in August, 897 and occupied the Holy See for about four months. His
coat of arms is the same as that of Marinus I. His final goal was also
victory for the Serpent.
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John IX, 897-900
John IX was a Benedictine priest from Tivoli, son of Rampoald. He
was pope no. 116 during the first half of 898. His coat of arms shoed
waves in the shape of the letter ”M”. M=Hybrid, virgin. This is the
first we see the message that God is a hybrid/virgin. This is a pope
who had a straight pontificate according to his coat of arms.
Note that most of the Bull’s popes still had the signs
”PX” as their personal coats of arms.

Sergius III, 904-911
Sergius III was born in Rome and his first day as a pope was on
January 29, 904. In the right field of his coat of arms we see the
usual emblem of the Bull’s high priest, PX, but the sign X also
displays Alpha and Omega, beginning and end. The Serpent calls
himself Alpha & Omega. The left field is a checked falcon, Count
Tusculum’s family coat of arms. This pope handled his pontificate
with care. He supported both gods and was not balanced during
his pontificate, according to his coat of arms. The dark Middle
ages were about to begin. Note that Zeus as well as Julius Caesar
had an eagle as an emblem, but the eagle was not checked.
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123

John X, 914-928

Leo VI, 928-928

This John became pope no. 122 on February 5, 914. His coat of arms is
expressive, it illustrates a coiling serpent showing the way and crescents
soar above it. Without any doubt: this pope was a Serpent’s pope and he
pointed that out on his coat of arms. The year 1000 is near and the
Serpent is getting close to take over the Roman church.

The Roman Leo was appointed pope no. 123 in June, 928. He
was indeed cunning. His papal name was Leo, bu the did not
represent the Lion of Judah, because the three 8-pointed stars in
the shape of a Trinity is the Serpent’s symbol connected to the
game of chess. “R”=crowned king. The pope was the Serpent’s
cunning high priest in the Roman church.

133

John XIII, 965-972

John XVI, (antipope), 997-998

John XIII, born Giovanni Crescenzi in Rome, became pope no 133 on
October 1, 965. His coat of arms reveals that he also was the
Serpent’s pope. He mastered all rules of the game during his
pontificate and with his cunning knowledge he died as the church’s
supreme leader who favoured the Serpent/Lamb of God.

Otto III, 980-1002

Johannes XVI, born Johannes Philagathos, became pope in
February 997, supported by, among others, the Crescenzi
family. This pope, in secrecy, received the worst assignment
ever in the history of the church. He overthrew the pagan culture
in Hungary and replaced the Hungarian Vajk with the Pole
Stephen. Stephen introduced Christianity in Hungary. More info
at Obscure Magyar, pp 38-52. At the time the Bull Deity Otto
III made mistakes and the fight about the leadership of the
Roman Church against the Serpent was about to be lost.
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Sylvester II, 999-1003
German-Roman emperor, a reincarnation
of, for example, Mark Christ, Constantine
the Great and Otto the Great. His
coronation was on December 25, 983, and
he lost the battle about the 1000-year
realm in Europe. More info at Hanging
Gardens of Babylon. According to tradition he died of malaria, but others claim he
was poisoned.

Sylvester II, born around 945 in Gerbert, France, became pope
139 after the German Gregory V who was Otto III’s cousin,
later dethroned by the powerful Crescenzi family. This pope
was Otto III’s foster father. The pope was a reincarnation of,
among others, Moses, Simon Peter and Leo the Great. He was
rather good at balancing the situation between the Bull Otto III
and Stephen, the Serpent/Lamb of God. He was also a scientist.
The meeting between “Sylvester and the Devil” became world
famous.

Stephen/István, around 975-1038
Hungarian king, born in Poland, a
reincarnation of Izates II/Jesus and
Nero. His coronation took place on
December 25, 1000. This was the
start of his dark 1000-year realm,
especially in Europe. I have a feeling
that Stephen also in some way was
involved in the death of Otto III.
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Sergius IV, 1009-1012

John XIX, 1024-1032

Sergius IV, born Pietro Martino Boccapecora in Rome, became the 142nd
pope on July 31, 1009. He won the support of John Crescentius from the
powerful family who supported John XIII and John XVI. His coat of arms
displays a lamb which for the first and last time turns up on a papal coat of
arms. The Bull Otto III was gone while the Lamb of God/Serpent Stephen
ruled the new Christian Hungary with an iron rod. We know very little
about Sergius’ pontificate because of his support of Stephen.
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Romanus was related to the dukes of Tusculum who had assumed
power in Rome after the downfall of the house of Crescenzi. He
became the 144th pope on April 19, 1024. On his coat of arms we
see for the first time the neutron star Nemesis, as a giant comet.
The message is that the battle will continue, also within the
church, until the return of the comet, the dark sun, in the fullness
of time. The same dark sun is preserved on Stephen’s
sarcophagus.
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Benedict IX, 1032-1044; 1045-1045; 1047-1048;
Benedict IX, born Theophylactus, served as a pope during three periods,
from October 21 1032 to September 1044, from March 10 to May 1 1045,
and from November 8 to July 16 1048. He is the only pope in history who
served the Holy See three times and he is also one of the youngest popes.
Theophylactus was the son of Count Alberic of Tusculum, and thereby a
nephew of popes Benedict VIII and John XIX. His coat of arms illustrates a
checked falcon, Count Alberic’s family coat of arms. The Serpent’s strategy
was create competition between rich families who supported him. In that
way each family wanted to demonstrate their most efficient support of the
Lord, or the Serpent.

Sylvester III, 1045-1045
Sylvester III, born Giovanni di Crescenzi–Ottaviani in Rome.
He became a pope on January 20, 1045. Giovanni di
Crescenzi–Ottaviani came from one of the most distinguished
noble families in Rome and was thus related to Pope John
XIII. Before serving as a pope, he was bishop of Sabina. On
his coat of arms and in his programme, focus is on the
Serpent. At this point in time, the Crescenzi and Tusculum
houses were enemies, the Serpent’s strategy works well. The
popes fire and kill each other in order to come closer to the
Serpent.
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Vajk

Sarolt

Adelheid Stephen/István
Clement II, 1046-1047
Clement II, born Suidger in 1005 in Saxony, Germany, became pope no. 149 on December 25, 1046. The day after, he crowned Emperor
Henry III and gave him the title “Patricius”. On his coat of arms we see two crossed keys. These are symbols of Messiah characters (more
info at Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, pp 9-12). The Pole Stephen died in 1038. It was known that he was not identical with Vajk
and that the Holy See conducted a bloody coup against heathen Géza and his empire. In that way Hungary with Stephen as a leader accepted
Christianity.

46 years elapsed before the Germans started to understand that Stephen was a reincarnation of, among others, Jesus/Izates II and that with his
coronation i Hungary, the dark 1000-year realm of Jesus Christ started in Europe. The Bull Deity Otto III, who was also called “Christ” and
“Devil” lost his leadership os the church. Emperor Henry III was the first to understand what had happened. By appointing the German
Suidger, Clement II, he tried to changed a system which had benefitted the Serpent’s clergy. I believe Stephen took part in Otto III’s death.

Emperor Henry III, 1046-1056, and his signature

E

E

E

If we analyze Emperor Henry III’s signature, Pope Benedict III’s coat of arms and Stephen/István’s signature, we see that the
context is the same. In his dream, Constantine saw a cross in the letter “E” and heard a voice saying that he would be
victorious in that sign. In hoc signo vinces, in Greek: τούτω νίκα. Henry III’s signature illustrates a double E-sign and at the
centre a cross-like symbol. The signs have their focus at the centre of the cross symbol but without names, i.e. a loser.
Benedict III’s coat of arms is clear, the Serpent/Lamb of God defeats the Bull. Stephen’s signature is focused at the centre
where we can see S=Stephen (more info at Obscure Magyar, page 42). The signature makes clear that Stephen won the battle
about the leadership and management of the church. Note that the letter H is missing from his signature. His signature refers
to Constantine the Great’s dream of the letter E (the cross), while Stephen’s signature is personal. The letter I stands for
István and S stands for Stephen. The structures of Henry’s and Stephen’s signatures are almost the same.
To reach a final solution to a bitter fight within the papacy, he appointed four Germans to the Holy See: Clement II (104647), Damasus II (1048) and Victor II (1055-57). He started with Pope Clement II.
When Henry returned to Germany after a visit to Rome, Clement came with him. On his way back from Germany, Clement
died in Pesaro. Rumours maintained that he had died from poisoning, ordered by Benedict IX. Pope Clement was a respected
pope in his time.
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Damasus II, 1048-48
Damasus II, born Poppo of Curagnoni in Bavaria, became the 151st
pope on July 17, 1048. His coat of arms carries the Bavarian coat of
arms, a chessboard. After a while Damasus died, only 23 days later,
of malaria in Palestrina where he lived almost immediately after his
election to avoid the summer heat in Rome. Rumours had it that he
died from poisoning as did his predecessor. Emperor Henry III was a
little worried because two popes died within a short period of time
without doing anything useful for the Bull deity.
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Leo IX, 1049-1054
Leo IX, born Bruno d'Eguisheim-Dagsbourg in Egisheim,
near Alsache, was appointed pope no. 152 on February 12,
1049. His coat of arms is an illustration of his programme, to
divide the Roman church into two parts, i.e. the definite split
of Christianity. He died on April 19, 1054 and shortly after his
death the church was divided into two parts.

3
2
1

Pope Leo IX

Pope Leo IX

Division of the church

Division of the church

Because of Emperor Henry III
A reincarnation of Paul the Apostle and Sylvester I.

Because of Emperor Henry III
A reincarnation of Paul the Apostle and Sylvester
I.

On Leo IX’s coat of arms we clearly see the Lion of Judah at the centre and from the Lion eight lilies make an 8-pointed star, the symbol
of the Serpent/Lamb of God. This means that the Jew Joseph Jr was crucified and died on the cross. The Serpent Jesus/Izates II stole
Joseph Jr’s identity and thereafter appeared as if he had been resurrected from the dead. After his ascension the Bull Mark entered the
game, he removed the Lamb of God/Serpent and said he was the Lion of Judah. It has also been revealed, also within the Holy See, the
church, that the lion Vajk was a reincarnation of Joseph Jr, that Stephen/István was a reincarnation of the Serpent/Lamb of God and that
the church on its own organized the bloody coup against Hungary which caused the downfall of the Bull’s clergy. After the death of Leo
IX the inevitable happened: the church was divided on June 16, 1054. Note that on April 19, 1689, Queen Christina died in the Vatican
and on April 19, 2005, the German Cardinal Ratzinger was elected pope as Benedict XVI. A day of death.

The Roman Church, around AD 33 and 1054.

1054-04-19
1054-06-16
Orthodox
Church

1054-04-19
1054-06-16
Roman
Church

Who is Jesus Christ and who is Virgin Mary? – Pope Leo IX supplied the answer on April 19 and June 16, 1054

Lion of Judah

The Lamb of God who removes the sins of this world

The Bull, collecting wealth.

The Hungarian Crown
More info at Architects’ Protector, pp 12-15
and Obscure Magyar, pp 43-46.

1

2
”Corona Latina”
The Latin Crown
Also called ”The Heavenly
Crown”
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Roman Catholic Church

”Corona Graeca”
The Greek Crown
Also called
”Earthly Crown”
Orthodox Church

Celebrates the birth of Christ
on Christmas Eve, the night
before December 25.
Lion of Judah
But the church is a follower of
the Lamb of God.
Hatred against Jews

Celebrates the birth of
Messiah in the
beginning of January.
The Bull Mark
Hatred against Jews

Gregory VII, 1073-1085
Gregory VII, born Hildebrand, around 1020 in Tuscany, Italy, became the 157th pope on April 22, 1073. His coat of arms
symbolizes a reinforcement of the new church. The right field illustrates a lion, the Lion of Judah, but since the sign R is
included, we are dealing with the symbolic lion Izates II/Jesus in this case (Judah, by the way, is a symbol of monarchy, but in
this context the lion is used to confuse the flock of sheep). The left field illustrates a falcon or an eagle, Rome’s powerful
families. If we have a closer look at the Greek crown, Corona Graeca we see Constantine the Great. This concretely means that
that the god of the Greek Orthodox Church and Messiah is the Bull Mark (at that time Hungary had also joined the Greek
Church).
Pope Gregory VII reinforced the clergy of the Serpent in the new
Roman Catholic Church. Gregory was on Peter’s thrown as is shown
in this picture. The foundation of the throne is a twin-headed serpent.
The serpent also serves as an arm support for the pope and it watches
him from two sides. Next to his head is a dove, the Holy Spirit, it is
also the Serpent/Lamb of God.
Around 1,000 years have elapsed since the Roman Church was
symbolically launched by Simon Peter and Paul. Now the fishing ship
is broken, severely damaged. During this pope’s pontificate the split
within the church really started, popes against antipopes and vice
versa. They killed each other for the sake of power, to get closer to
the Serpent or the Bull. The dark and bloody Middle Ages had
already begun with Jesus Christ at its centre. Pope Gregory VII died
in Salemo on May 25, 1085. His last words were said to be: I have
loved righteousness and hated unrighteousness, therefore I die in
exile”. But what is righteousness for the church, Pope Gregory VII???
The pope was a reincarnation of, among others, Gregory I.

Pope Gregory VII, 1073-1085,
on Peter’s throne

Pope Gregory VII, 1073-1085,
on Peter’s throne

Emperor Henry IV, 1056-1105, the great loser against the
Serpent/Lamb of God. His God and Messiah, Constantine the
Great, was placed in the Greek church and is still there today,
The most important reason was the downfall, during Emperor
Otto III, of the Hungarian Prince Géza and his people.
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Malachy O'Morgair, 1094-1148
A list of 112 popes, the last pope.
A message from the Holy See from the Lamb of God. More
info at Obscure Magyar, pp 64-65, and Aries, Capricorn
and the Fullness of Time, pp 32-33.

Innocent II, 1130-1143,
Received the list of popes and the message
Innocent II, born Gregorio Papareschi in Rome, became pope no.
164 on February 14, 1130. His coat of arms displays three huge
waves shaped as the letter M in the right field, while the left field
is an illustration of a cross with secret signs, e.g. Alpha & Omega.
He received the list with 112 (113) future popes from Bishop
Malachy O´Morgaie in 1139 in Rome. On his sarcophagus we
find his motto ”Adiuva nos, Deus salutaris noster”, “Help us, O
God, of our salvation”.
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Adrian IV, (1154–1159)
171, 5. From the white countryside

Pope Adrian IV’s sarcophagus in Anagni, 1159

Adrian IV, born Nicholas Breakspear around 1100 in Hertfordshire, England, was elected the 171st pope on December 4, 1154.
Adrian is the only English pope. He was a passionate advocate of the idea of papal universal monarchy. His coat of arms shows a
broken sword, the sword being a symbol of power. During his pontificate he demonstrated that the Serpent’s clergy had definitely
taken over the management and leadership of the church from the Bull’s clergy. We see this clearly on his sarcophagus. It has two
crescents shaped as the letter M (=hybrid/virgin) and between the two crescents a bull’s head is squeezed in. Above each crescenr
is a rose. Adrian IV was one the Serpent’s toughest priests.
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Julius II, (1503–1513), 218, 62. The fruit of Jupiter will help
Julius II, born Giuliano della Rovere on 5 December 1443 in Albissola near Savona, Italy, was elected pope no. 218 on November 1, 1503.
His papal name was Julius II: Julius is a heathen name with origins from, among others, Julius Caesar, St. Malachy called him “The fruit of
Jupiter (Zeus) will help. Julius II was a reincarnation of Moses. His coat of arms is an illustration of the family della Rovere’s family tree
and the family tree of the Bull Jupiter e.e. Nebuchadnezzar II and Herod the Great.

Pope Julius II’s tomb, Michelangelo 1542. Moses is a key figure and the whole history of Christianity is symbolized by his grave.
In other words: The truth of the origins of all Christianity is buried there.

Sumer: Mother Church Dragon
Tiamat/Inanna/Istar, Trinity
Sumer: Gilgamesh

Lea’s sons

Rachel’s sons

Joseph
Levi
Tribe of Levi

Judah
Tribe of Judah

Lea

Dynasty 18

Rachel
Manasseh

Aton the Sun
Akhenaten

Leviathan
Religion

Benjamin
Tribe of
Benjamin

Judaism

Aaron
Moses

Ephraim

Osiris
worship

Kingdom of Israel

Baal worship

Kingdom of Judah

Zeus/Jupiter
worship
The Bull

Christianity
A short illustration of the rise and fall of Christianity. More info at Coats
of Arms and Science, Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 1-23, and Tutankhamun,
the Young Lion.
Book of Mormon, introduction, chapters 1- 14
See also Book of Job in the Bible, the Lord and Satan
Euthanasia, more at Aries, Capricorn
and the Fullness of Time, pp 28-31

Funeral

Moses and his dual role in the Christian churches. On his head we see two horns, these are symbols of the Bull, Satan,
according to the Book of Revelation. Pope Sylvester II was a reincarnation of Moses. If we analyze further, we see
that the plaits of his beard are two serpents. We can draw the conclusion that Moses acted a dual role, he served the
Serpent/Lamb of God as well as the Bull. Now we understand Revelation 13:11-18. The beast with two horns is the
Bull, who, like the Lamb of God, the false prophet is the pope himself and the Lamb of God here is the same as the
Dragon. The huge mother church the Dragon disappears together with the Bull and the Lamb of God. This can be
revealed by Julius II’s tomb. It seems to me that Moses could have been the mysterious messenger between the Gods.
”Hermes”. Message by Michelangelo.

Behind Pope Julius II is the ”Black
Madonna”, Queen Helena with her son
Izates/Jesus in her arms…

…or the Greek Mary with her
son Mark in her arms. Or both
women and the children? He
knows best, but for the flock of
sheep it does not matter.

An illustration of Christianity’s burial ground
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Leo X, (1513–1521)
219, 63. From a Polititian gridiron

Leo X, born Giovanni de' Medici on December 11, 1475 in Florence. He was elected pope no. 219 on March 11, 1513. During
his pontificate there was another division in the Roman Catholic Church, the Protestants headed by Martin Luther were born.
Besides Germany, also Scandinavia followed his ideas. Then bars were created between the Holy See and “Mother Sweden” (the
Swedish Church and the Bernadotte royal family). This meant the Holy See could not any longer manage “Mother Sweden”.
Martin Luther discovered that the Catholic Church had changed directions, that Pope Julius II had a heathen papal name and that
Jesus was put aside again. The pope’s infallibility made Luther revolt against the Holy See.
Much is written about Martin Luther and what he did, but what did
Luther really know about original Christianity? His seal is an expressive
document and there we find the answer. It consists of a five-petal white
rose containing a red heart. At the centre is a black cross. Flower and
heart are female symbols, thus Luther was a follower of Jesus/the Lamb
of God. But also he covers up the crucifixion. Why? He does not mention
the Lion of Judah or the crucifixion of Joseph Jr. Luther’s attitude
reflected a theological and cultural tradition which saw the Jews as
rejected people, guilty of the murder of Jesus. Luther hated the Jews, as
did the Bull Mark and Jesus but the dark cross on his own seal reveals
that neither Jesus or Mark were crucified. That is why the cross is black.
In reality Luther covers up and lies about the crucifixion. The fact that
the Serpent Deity/Lamb of God did not themselves be crucified cannot be
blamed on the Jews.
Martin Luther a follower of Jesus
Christ, Lamb of God

Luther’s book about the
Jews and their lies.

Instead, a Jew was crucified. His name was Joseph Jr, a reincarnation of the Jerusalem Levite King David, not of Jews. Luther knew this
and at the beginning he wanted to convert the Jews to Christianity. The problem was that carpenter Joseph’s foster son Joseph Jr, son of
Jewess Mary, never founded any Christianity, which means that the Jews did not need to convert to a religion which was founded by the
Serpent and the Bull, not be the Jews themselves. At the time of Luther, the Catholic church and all Christianity started to dissolve, faster
and faster. Serpents and Bulls commit crimes and pretend to be Jewish, thereafter the Jews are blamed. Jesus knew about this. Rev. 2:9: ”I
know your afflictions and your poverty—yet you are rich! I know about the slander of those who say they are Jews and are not, but are a
synagogue of Satan”. The new religion Christianity is called ”the synagogue of Satan”. (Many people have converted from Judaism to
Christianity without being Jews) In the Book of Mormon there is clear evidence that the Lamb of God/Jesus has handed over his issue to the
Joseph’s descendants, to Bulls. We often say that history repeats itself.
Gustav Hitler was declared dead on April 30, 1945. On pril
30, 1946, Carl Gustav Bernadotte was born, on Gustav
Hitler’s deathday in the sign of Taurus (G. Hitler was a
reincarnation of, among others, the Lamb of God/Serpent).
This would mean that the newly born would take over the
Lamb of God’s private business when time is ripe. But the
problem was that Crown Prince Gustav Adolf was alive (born
on April 22, 1906, Taurus) and he was supposed to inherit
Queen Christina’s throne after his father. But Pope Pius XII
knew exactly what should be done in this case. On January 26,
1947, Gustav Adolf was killed at Kastrup Airport in
Copenhagen. The accident was a conscious and well planned
attack on Gustav Adolf. His road met that of his son, Carl Christmas Eve 1958 in LinGustav secretly took over the Lamb of God’s business in the köping. There the Lion was born,
1970s.
not a Serpent or Bull.

”Mother Svea”, a rich but not very intelligent woman who has no knowledge in this The Virgin, (Lamb of God, Jesus, Serpent) The most
context. A Protestant woman who joined the pope’s realm of death and let herself be cunning animal on Earth who, with his knowledge,
deceived the rich woman, “Mother Svea”.
stripped naked. She lives her life in illusions and fairytales.
Before Martin Luther’s initiative, the Holy See also directly managed Sweden. After that there was talk about indirect management via the
royal family and the Swedish church. This meant problems for the Holy See. In the 70s, during my father’s paternal issue concerning the Lion
and the Lamb of God, especially the Lion, the management from Rome was indirect. The King, being Head of State, took over, a young,
inexperienced, stubborn, self-willed king with huge powers and a small brain managed the paternal issue secretly in the absolutely dark,
hidden world. The issue was marked by violence, terror, coercion, murder, forgery of documents, bribery, kidnapping, etc. The question is:
Did the Popes John Paul VI and John Paul I know exactly what this animal was actually doing? But the final responsibility lies with the pope.
Some ordinary Swedes examined the issue, they asked the following questions: How could ”Mother Svea fall so deep into darkness? Where
is the lunacy threshold? Anyone who managed this issue must be the top idiot of the world! They did not know who was behind the
management of the issue, i.e. who ran it. I can mention that Jewess Mary was married to a Danish civil engineer from Copenhagen for about
7 years. He disappeared without any trace at the beginning of the 70s, he was probably murdered and his name eradicated since contacts
between my father and him were severed after the murder of Tibor E. A retired Jew, my father’s neighbor, suddenly died without being ill, he
was probably also killed in the mid-70s. His siblings (three brothers and a sister) were very surprised of his death. He became involved in a
special case. Furthermore, a highly placed politician, the then Prime Minister, was ambushed and shot at the end of February 1986 here in
Stockholm. He knew who gave the orders to kill him and who would execute the order. I believe he was a reincarnation of, among others,
Pontius Pilate. We often say that history repeats itself. My father’s paternal issue was primarily private and had nothing to do with politics,
Sweden as a nation had nothing to do with this. My father’s paternal issue was connected to religion, which the church and the royal family
were and still are engaged in. – Now, after about 40 years, the concerned say that all that happened was “unlikely and without foundation”.
They dare not even think about what they have done. They have ruined the lives of my family, they have created huge financial problems,
they have not even paid damages connected to the issue. But they have got hold of certain wealth. To kill and replace the Jew, the Lion, the
innocent little boy Tibor E. who was my father’s foster son, with a much older, adult hybrid from my family was already at the start a
complete failure. But the issue had to be carried out and to manage that they needed a young animal, a Bull who could finish it all using every
criminal method. Therefore it was necessary to remove his fathers, their roads crossed each other. Someone must be the scapegoat of the
brutal failure connected to the case here in Sweden. This animal does not any longer deserve a human life. In other words: in his next life
there is no human body available for him. Is there anyone on this planet who maintains that the Jews killed their worldly Lion Davidian
Messiah Tibor E and that Jews caused this brutality? More info at Obscure Magyar, pp. 59-64, and Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of
Time, pp. 1-6. In retrospect we can say that Luther’s statements and accusations against the Jews were dirty and inhuman, it was actually the
Bull, or his clergy, who forged the original documents. Didn’t Luther know this?

Pope Sixtus III, 432-440. During his pontificate the world could see the Virgin, Lamb of God and Jesus Christ between his
portrait and his coat of arms, see above. This naked character is a symbol of the Saviour, the pope seems to have ridiculed him
because of his gender. The pope allowed the world see him/her totally naked. As far as I understand, the Bull’s clergy ridiculed
the Lamb of God. I wonder what the flock of sheep thought about this phenomenon in those days. Was there any reaction at all
on message from the pope? – At that time, Jesus, the Lamb of God and his apostles were excluded from the Roman church
because of Gnosticism and other issues.

Forgách Ferenc, archbishop of Esztergom and cardinal (1607-1615). His coat of arms, above, is expressive. On the right field
we see a dragon, a symbol of the Mother Church, the Roman Catholic Church. Above the dragon soars a black eagle, a symbol
of Germany. The left field illustrates the Virgin, the Saviour, the Lamb of God totally naked in the sign of a double crescent.
The crescent symbolizes the Serpent, its female part. What inspired this Forgách when he picked this subject for his coat of
arms? Had he got stuck and studied the Pope Sixtus III theme?

The subject of his coat of arms is the naked Christ. Did he find this subject in Sixtus III’s days? Yes, that seems to be the case.
The link Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, page 23, reveals the Vatican’s home page from the year 2000, the naked
Christ and Pope John Paul II. This time, the clergy of the Lamb of God and the Serpent are responsible for the revelation. Why
do the popes take this initiative? The only explanation is that the Bull wants to remove the Lamb of God/Serpent and replace
him by himself. It is an indication from the Holy See that the Lamb of God/Serpent is a virgin, neither man nor woman. But the
Bull’s gender is male, which makes him a fake hybrid character. If the church is called a Mother Church, then Messiah and
God are a woman/hybrid/virgin.

After Moses, Nun’s son Joshua of
Ephraim tribe became the leader
of Israel

Aaron’s golden bull
(The Bull follows the
Serpent)

Ancient Israel was founded around 3,150 years ago

By Moses and Aaron at the return of the neutron star Aten from its short orbit around the Sun.
Moses and Aaron from the tribe of Levi and Joshua from the tribe of Ephraim, led Israel; Serpent and Bull together.
More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 1-13

King Saul, 1047-1007, Benjamin tribe

King David, 1007-967, Judah tribe

King Salomo, 967-922, Judah tribe

A strange combination concerning the foundation of Israel. The god of Israel, the Serpent, was Pharaoh Akhenaten and King
David was a reincarnation of Tutankhamun. King Saul was a reincarnation of Pharaoh Horemheb and King Salomo a
reincarnation of Pharaoh Smenkhare. The main message from that dynasty was that Akhenaten was the father of Tutankhamun.
On page 26 I described the construction of the temple for the Serpent Deity/Lord and why the kingdom, ancient Israel, was
dissolved.

Kingdom of Judah

Kingdom of Israel

Tribe of Judah and Benjamin

Rehabeam, 922-915
Son of Salomo
Jerusalem
Judah waged war against Israel,
among others

Judah, Jerusalem fell in 587 BC and Israel and Samaria fell in
721 BC and Judaism was severely weakened. The kingdoms of
Judah and Israel disappeared.
Joseph Jr and his disciples according to the Talmud:
He had the following five disciples: Mathaj, Nakaj, Nezer, Buni
and Toda. One of his disciples was Benjamin/Saul, the other one
was Salomo, and Rehabeam, Abim, Asa, reincarnations. Joseph
Jr was number six and completed the six-pointed star of David
in his group. According to the Talmud, all five disciples were
executed.

Tribe of Joseph, Ephraim,
and Manasse, among others

Jerobeam 1, 922- 901
Son of Nebat
Samaria
Israel waged war against the Jews,
among others.

National flag

Motto: Resurrection
National coat of arms

On May 14 1948 David Ben-Gurion, in the sign of Taurus, proclaimed the State of Israel with the capital Jerusalem. Then ancient
Israel reappeared but not as a monarchy, back at square one. The State of Israel represents Jacob’s twelve sons, but the Serpent
and the Bull are important symbols. We know that throughout history the Serpent and the Bull hate the Jews, and the Kingdom of
Israel has waged war against the Jews for hundreds of years. The capital is Jerusalem, the City of David, also capital in ancient
Judea. Jerusalem is a symbol of David, Judah and the Jews. Israel is the most complicated nation on Earth and the most difficult
nation to manage. If Judah had reappeared in the sign of Leo, the nation could have been said to be Jewish. – Around 2,000 years
ago David was crucified, the worldly-Davidian Messiah Joseph Jr, but the Jews did not pay attention. Now, at the beginning of the
70s, the Jew Tibor E, the worldly-Davidian Messiah was killed without any reaction from the Jews. Daniel (9:26) writes this about
him: “After the sixty-two ‘sevens,’ the Anointed One will be put to death and will have nothing”. In Jerusalem the clergy crucified
him and now, at the beginning of 1971, the clergy killed him again. One thing is obvious: the Jews have lost David forever. Pope
Julius II’ tomb and all Christianity can certify this. They have managed to kill the Lion but also made their own downfall
inevitable. The Serpent has turned his back to Israel, and Israel is left with only the Bull. Moses’/Pope Julius II’s motto: The fruit
of Jupiter will help, may even help Israel in this context. But a Bull is not a Lion. Maybe it is, for the flock of sheep in
Christianity. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 4-6.
The priests of Christianity have made a mess, a mess with a really bad smell, a mess
containing human and animal meat and blood. This mess, like a soup, was handed to the
flock of sheep during 2,000 years. The last pope and his priests will have to eat this socalled Christian soup. Billions and billions of people saw their lives being wasted. (10)
Jesus said : "I have cast fire upon the world, and see, I watch over it until it blazes up."
(16) Jesus said: "Men think, perhaps, that it is peace which I have come to bring to the
world. They do not know that I have come to bring to the earth: discord, fire, sword,
and war./…/ – Now we served the soup – it’s waiting for the guests.

Raoul Wallenberg

King Salomo
The Foundation Stone was used by Jesus in the gospels. The message from Dynasty 18 in Egypt was that Akhenaten was Tutankhamun’s
father. The Serpent made his first important mistake when he, as Brutus, killed Julius Caesar. Thereafter he killed, as Jesus, the carpenter, the
Fig Tree, Joseph. Christianity maintains several times that Joseph was the father of Jesus. Whatever, these murders make him into a patricide.
After the murder of Joseph, everything he did was a failure. Instead of a father’s role, he had to play a son’s role as the Son of God, the Son
of David, the Son of Mary, etc. In 1944-45 a very strange event took place in Budapest, Hungary. The American WRP sent the Swede Raoul
Wallenberg to Budapest in order to save as many Jews as possible. This Raoul was a reincarnation of, among others, King Salomo in the very
secret world. Simultaneously, my paternal grandfather’s little brother vitéz Kemény Simon was a commander in Bátaszék, not far from the
town of Baja. His youngest son was there, too. In those days Simon had ended the contacts with the priests and church in Hungary because of
his daughter’s marriage which Pope Pius XII arranged by approving an application. Gustav Hitler’s right hand in Budapest was Adolf
Eichmann. Eichmann and Simon knew about each other, but they never met.

The Hungarian church and priests were in those days almostin a state of decomposition. Their position in society was very weak and the pope
arranged important decisions via Eichmann. One of them was to liquidate Simon at a proper moment. Raoul was very intelligent, educated
and a unique personality. In other words: his level of knowledge was higher than it was among other Swedes. He was an architect. When he
heard about the assignment he was offered, he said yes without any doubt. An almost impossible assignment. In a short period of time Raoul
built a network and gathered extensive information, also in secrecy, also about Simon. Simon was very anonymous, a secret person well
known by Pius XII. Eichmann and Raoul knew each other, they met face to face and Eichmann was curious about Raouls secret information.
Some people around Raoul leaked information to Eichmann. They were not Swedish, but Russian, a person who in the summer of 1944 was
hired by the Foreign Office as an interpreter with false identity at the Swedish legation in Budapest. This person was a spy, working for,
among others, Eichmann. When Eichmann’s time was about to end, the Russians assumed command in Budapest and Hungary. – But the
serpent is the most cunning animal on Earth. - The pope contacted Joseph Stalin about Raoul. Who was this Stalin? He was of Georgian
origin and grew up with the Russian Orthodox Church. He studied theology at the seminar of Tiflis and studied to become a priest. The pope
The pope contacted the right communist, a deeply religious mass murderer.
Raoul Wallenberg had plans to leave Budapest and Hungary on January 17, 1945. He would travel via Debrecen to Stockholm. We know he
packed his things in Budapest on January 16 and he was in excellent mood. He was already socializing with the Russians. He said goodbye to
people around him and said this about the Russians: “They are ordered here just for me. I don’t know if it is to protect me or watch me. I
don’t know if I am a guest or a prisoner.” The Russians were irritated and also wanted to take Langfelder who was Raoul’s chauffeur. But the
Russian officer on a motorbike explained that it was a “foreign diplomat”. The Russians constantly followed Wallenberg during these last
days. He was never alone, always followed by armed escort. He was the prisoner of NKVD – day and night.
Sources maintain that Raoul left for Debrecen on January 17 with a Russian military vehicle together with very polite Russian officers. But
once they had left Budapest, their attitudes changed. They took all paperwork from the Swede in a brutal way. The vehicle stopped at a
roadsign pointing to Raouls first destination. Thereafter on to Debrecen and the Russian army’s headquarters. Then Moscow, where cell no.
123 in the Lubyanka prison was waiting for him. When the war was over, my paternal grandfather’s brother Simon and his youngest son were
about to leave Bátaszék to return home to Baja by train. They were both in civilian clothes and were on a path. Then two anonymous persons
ambushed them and killed Simon and his son. Eyewitnesses saw them approach Simon and his son Géza. When they saw that both of them
had died, they turned round, said something in German and ran away. Raoul did not get there in time to warn Simon about Eichmann’s
Germans (Eichmann and the pope had this kind of extensive power). Their death created sorrow for my family, a distress which mostly
afflicted his wife, his family, my grandfather and brothers and sisters.
According to certain documents, Raoul was poisoned and died in prison on July 17. His body was then cremated. He was born on August 4,
1912 in the sign of Leo. He had a strong Leo sign. The lion is a symbol of, for example, sun, courage and monarchy.
– In 1948 Simon’s daughter Helen gave birth to her last child. This child was declared dead in 1954. Simon was this child’s maternal
grandfather. Genderwise, this child was a hybrid. If Simon had been alive, he would certainly have lost the child. The pope knew about
Simon, to keep the child alive, Simon was killed instead. He did not know in advance that he was about to be killed at a suitable moment. The
Russians did not allow Raoul to see someone outside Budapest this last day. Everybody involved knew about Raoul’s secret assignment in
Budapest, especially the pope, G Hitler, A Eichmann and J Stalin.
This is crystal clear: If Simon had not been murdered, the Lamb of God who was Simon’s grandchild, would never have ended up here in
Stockholm the way he did, as my father’s son. If Raoul had not been killed, the Jew Tibor E, little Tibor, who was my father’s foster son,
would still be alive today. Tiny Tibor was poisoned in a hospital here in Stockholm and was then cremated. Before he was killed, he managed
to call my father and talk to him. Among other things he mentioned that he was on his way to a hospital to have a head operation, he was
afraid and worried, my father tried to comfort him. Tiny Tibor promised that he would get in touch as soon as he had left the hospital, but he
never did. My father never thought that this was the last phone conversation with him. – More info at Obscure Magyar, pp 58-64 and 70-77
and Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, pp 1-6, and Tutankhamun, the Young Lion.

Tibor E.
1958-1971, The Lion
Khufus’ sons Djedefhor and Khafre built the
Sfinx of Giza to honour and congratulate their
father’s long journey to the fullness of time.
More info at Pyramid of Cheops and its
Secrets and Dynasty 0 in Ancient Egypt.

Khafre
…continued and
finished the construction

Djedefhor
Started to
build…

And now, in the fullness of time, all three
were reincarnated: Khufus as Tibor E,
Djedefhor as Raoul Wallenberg and Khafre as
Adolf Hitler. The Serpent deity Gustav Hitler
gave the orders to kill his younger brother in
1936. He made sure Raoul disappeared via
Eichmann, Pius XII and Stalin. At the same
time also Simon was murdered. In that way
the Serpent’s reincarnation as Simon’s
grandchild was secured. Then Tibor E was
murdered in 1971. The Serpent, Lamb of God,
then came to my family like a thief, an
accident, a catastrophe.

Adolf Hitler
1889-1936?
Khafre
a reincarnation

Raoul Wallenberg
1912-1947
Djedefhor, a
reincarnation

In Ethiopia the throne of Salomo was re-established by Judah, the Lion of the Judah tribe. Below the lion the text is Amharic: “The
Victorious Lion of the Tribe of Judah”. Here we can see the former royal kingdom of Judah, resurrected. The emperor, Haile Selassie, was a
Jew, born in the sign of Leo. Symbolically, this throne represented all Jews on this planet. There is only the name Judah: Lion of Judah,
Salomo’s throne, Salomo who was David’s son. There was only one, a symbolic lion, no other animals such as serpent and bull. The lion and
the cross symbolizing the crucifixion of the Lion of Judah. It was a lion’s mirror in which the Jews could look back in time to the times of the
Kingdom of Judah. How many Jews have looked into this lion’s mirror? After the murder of the Lion Tibor E in 1971, the centre of the Jews
was finally destroyed and the Lion disappeared for good. What did the Jews do then? Now the Jews have neither God nor Messiah.

The same Lion, the Lion of Persia. The lion was a strong symbol in ancient Zoroaster culture. In 1979 the Shah of Iran was dethroned and the
Persian Lion also disappeared. In the 70s the Lion was eradicated from reality. The Jews did not notice that their Messiah was killed. Daniel
writes about him, Dan 9:26: ” After the sixty-two ‘sevens,’ the Anointed One will be put to death and will have nothing /…/”. He wrote this
around 2,600 years ago and it became real now, in the Fullness of Time, 1971. More info at Ancient Persia and its Secrets.

Raoul’s struggle
against the Serpent. The Serpent is in the
”M” sign.

Raoul’s struggle
against
the
Serpent.
The
Serpent is in the
”M” sign.

The Foundation Stone became a stumbling-block, just as
the gospels say. Jesus Christ as a combination of Lion,
Serpent and Bull has never existed.
David and Salomo personally told the Serpent God Israel that his plans were utopian, impossible to realize.
No temple construction (human-like body) by David and Salomo. The message is still valid today, in the
Fullness of Time. The pope knew exactly who Tibor E and Raoul Wallenberg were, but now, in the Fullness
of Time, the Lion was more cunning than the Serpent. By being killed by the Holy See but not being my
father’s biological son, the Serpent/Lamb of God and the whole church empire he built with the Bull now
falls down. In that way ”the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has triumphed.” Rev 5:5

Foundation Stone* Rome, 854-856 * Foundation Stone

Female Pope Joan, 854-856, Foundation
Stone: Virgin Mary gives birth to Bull
Christ. A revelation of the birth of the son.

Pope JohnVIII, 854-856, Foundation
Stone: Virgin Mary gives birth to Bull
Christ. A revelation of the birth of the son.

The female Pope Joan was, according to recent research, a mythical character who in the chronicles from the Middle Ages was named John
Anglicus (English) in the line of popes between Leo IV (dead in 855) and Benedict III (dead in 858).
Using many words, the legend tells us that the female pope came from Mainz or England, appeared in male costumes and studied in Athens.
In Rome she drew attention by her wisdom and was elected pope in 855. She ruled for 2.5 years until she, during a procession to the Lateran,
by accident displayed her genitals by giving birth to a child, a son, in the street (today’s Via dei Querceti). Shame made her pass away.
According to other sources, she was stoned by the angry crowd, by the flock of sheep. The church took care of Joan’s son and eventually he
became bishop in the port of Ostia, west of Rome. – The monk Marianus Scotus wrote in his Historiograph around 1050: “854. Pope Leo IV
died in the month of August. After him appeared the woman Joan who occupied the Holy See for two years, five months and four days”.
Anyway: Joan left traces behind, but who was this mysterious woman who was the ruler of the Roman church for more than two years? We
usually say that history repeats itself, which it does here. We are led back to Egypt, to Dynasty 18 and Pharaoh Hatschepsut, Thutmosis III’s
mother who was a religious woman but ruled Egypt as a man with an iron rod.

Pharaoh Hatschepsut, 1479/73-1458/57
BC, a reincarnation of, among others Isis.
A religious ruler with an iron rod. Dynasty
18, the New Kingdom.

Virgin (Mary), Joan
with her son, Bull
Christ, in her arms.

The Greek Virgin Mary, Palestine; a
very rich, religious woman, mother of
the Bull John/Mark. The birth of her son
marks the beginning of our Christian
calendar, BC or AD. A reincarnation of,
among others, the deity Hera.

Joan/John VIII. The female pope ruled the
Catholic church with an iron rod between 854 and
856. During her pontificate she gave birth to her
son, Bull Christ. History clearly repeats itself.

Virgin (Mary), Joan
with her son, Bull
Christ, in her arms.

Is she buried in St- Peter’s Basilica,
in the Vatican?

The female pope who gave birth. During the procession the
female pope had to dismount quickly, lie down on the street and
give birth to her son. I believe that the priests of Rome, at the
very top, knew who Joan was and on purpose elected her pope.
The problem was that the procession was planned at the wrong
time, the female pope was almost forced to take part. Everything
was so secret and at the same time she could play her male role
so well that no one suspected anything. But when time for
delivery was ripe, the bubble burst and her death was inevitable.
It was a church catastrophe. In the secret circles they knew that
Joan was pregnant with the Bull deity and that this animal
would eventually become pope. This would reinforce the Bull’s
position against the Serpent/Lamb of God in the Roman church.
He never became pope, he became bishop of Ostia instead.
More info on page 42 regarding Benedict III who was elected
pope after the death of Joan.

Is she buried in St- Peter’s Basilica,
in the Vatican?

After Joan’s pontificate, a gender control was carried out on all newly elected popes. The first one was probably Benedict III, 856. The
newly elected pope sat down, after the inaugural ceremonies, on a stone chair with an open seat for a compulsory inspection of his genitals,
as illustrated in the pictures above. Pope Anastasius III, 855-855 was probably an anti-pope. The female pope’s pontificate took place
between around 854-856.
During the first 1,000 years the church was involved in terrible moral activities such as brothels, homosexuality and pedophilia, all being
evolved since the foundation of the church. As I understand it, Joan had plans to change this immoral system, but she failed completely.
The church is still involved in this system and during 2,000 years the church has destroyed u huge amount of family lives. This beast calls
itself ”The Crown of Humanity”, you need to be one in the flock of sheep to have confidence in the church and its God. – When the Serpent
deity founded Israel and its religion via Levites, priests of Levi Tribe, he built a new kind of church order which was used as early as in the
time of Melchizedek, when morals and rules were basic values. We understand why Saint Stephen I broke with Rome, why Queen Christina
left Stockholm and moved to Rome. She tried to restore order, but she also failed. The only thing uniting the church and the Serpent/Lamb
of God is war, death and again war in red blood.
The fact that the Lion of Judah (Tibor E) is victorious in this context in Revelation is partly due to the fact that the Lion has nothing to do
with this beast; the church had used him as a bait during 2,000 years. The Lamb of God is the loser and the Foundation Stone was shattered
and turned into s stumbling block (the Fullness of Time starts with Pope Leo XIII’s pontificate. See his coat of arms, the neutron star as a
comet).

Streaks of homosexuality,
winedrinking and drugs.

The Victorious Lion of Judah

In an Egyptian book for the dead we can read this: ”Let him cross Heaven and Earth”. In other words: the
Earth/Lion crossed Heaven/The Road of the Serpent/Lamb of God. Thereby the Lamb of God and the
whole church empire fell down. After 3,300 years they again walk in different directions. The Lion was the
only animal directly protected by Man, the Wolf indirectly. More info at What happens in a Black hole? The
web pages and connected links at Cosmic Construction & Build Co. och Virgo-Taurus Media I put together
on behalf of my family tree. Kemény, Szabolcs József/Josef, 2013.

Earthly Adam

Cosmic Adam

Enki

Eve
Ninhursag, Jewess Mary

Lilith
Ningal, Helen

Sirtur /Ereshkigal
Greek Mary

Cosmic Adam’s onlybegotten son

Cain

Abel

Set

In the Bile we can read that Adam and Eve for the first time saw sunrise and sunset. Earlier in time Earth had a little moon, asteroid, called
”Azatlan”. It has crashed on Earth according to ancient documents. Our Moon, Luna, was probable attached to its orbit around Earth at the
time of the neutron star AN’s visit in Sumerian times. The Moon probably comes from the solar system of the planet Nemesis, because the
Moon is older than planet Earth. There are certainly traces of buildings and other things on the Moon, something that NASA certainly knows
about. For us to watch sunrise and sunset from Earth, planet Earth must rotate around its axis, thus it must have at least one moon. More info at
Moon Mystery, pp 95-102.

The Tree, which
Nubudchanezzar saw
in his dream. Dan.3.31
More info at Hanging
Gardens of Babylon.

The picture is from the time of Pope Sylvester II (999-1003). It
symbolically shows the Biblical Tree which is slowly withering away. At
the centre we see Jesus/Stephen and the priests with their hands touching
their foreheads and the withering tree. At the centre we see a young boy,
around 12 years old (Lion Vajk) who is looking up towards the tree,
watching it die. Around the tree we can clearly see the flock of sheep, the
Christians. It seems as if Jupiter’s/Zeus’ fruit did not help Christianity.
More info at Obscure Magyar.

Pope Julius II’s coat of
arms
(1503–1513),
The fruit of Jupiter will help

On September 17 and 18, 2012, we could read and hear in Swedish media that ”Jesus had a wife”. An ancient piece of
papyrus with eight lines written in Coptic where Jesus mentions his wife had been found. According to researchers the
fragment is from around the 4th century AD. At that time Gnosticism was banned by the Roman church and Jesus was
ostracized. In 325 the Nicene Creed was approved and according to the fragment this was a protest from Gnosticism against
the Creed, which is still the same today. This fragment also bear witness against the gospels and is a catastrophe for
Christian believers and the church. More info at Tutankhamun, the Young Lion, Omnipotent Akhenaten and Aries,
Capricorn and the Fullness of Time.

Jehoseph bar Papos, Joseph Jr from Nazareth and Mary Magdalene were married.

Izates II/Jesus and Symmacho of
Characene were married.

Mark

?

The Lion Joseph Jr was married to Jewess Mary Magdalene, in each reincarnation as an adult he was married. The
Lamb of God Izates II/Jesus was married to Symmacho from Characene. He was married as a man in each previous
reincarnation. If the Bull Mark was married or not we do not know for sure, but he probably was. The above fragment
seems to be genuine. Eventually truth will be victorious. The Dead Sea Scrolls also mention three Messiah characters,
even four if we include John (the Baptist).

Benedict XVI, (2005–
267,111 Glory of the olive.

Paul VI, (1963–1978)
264,108 Flower of flowers

The Vatican, September 29, 2012
Pope John Paul’s I:s day of death, September 29, 1978.

Vatican mafia and its underworld.

Apostle
Peter

Apostle
Paul

Peter’s fishing boat is sinking, faster and faster.
Gigantic waves are drowning the boat.

In David A Yallop’s book, ”In God`s name”, 1984, the
author thoroughly describes the activities of the holy
Vatican mafia from Pope Paul VI, 1963, to the murder of
John Paul I. Activities in the criminal underworld.
The holy mafia continues with its criminal activities also
during the pontificate of Benedict XVI, but “the flock of
sheep” is not aware that fishing boat is filled with water
up to 90% and pastures are shrinking. This church calls
Revelation “Satan’s synagogue” and the Book of Mormon
calls is “Horrible church”. But the answer from the flock
of sheep is: “Amen”.

Gregory XVI, (1831–1846)
256,100 From the baths of Tuscany

Pius IX, (1846–1878)
257, 01 Cross from cross

Vatican Mafia, The Dragon in the 19th Century

This drawing is from the reign of Pope Pius IX, 1848. It is an expressive message which cannot be misunderstood
by anyone with inside knowledge. It is an illustration of the holy mafia’s activities shortly after Gregory XVI’s and
Pius IX’s pontificates and the struggle between the followers of the Bull and the Dragon. In other words: The
“Vatileaks” of today reflect the dark and criminal activities during the 19th century.

The Death, the Pope, the Church
An expressive message: Death is resting on
knee holding Pope Alexander VII’s coat of
arms in front of him. In other words: Death
was present during the pope’s pontificate.
Finally I quote Pope Benedict XII’s (1334–
1342), strangest statement during his
pontificate: “The pope should be like
Melchizedek who neither had parents nor
pedigree”.
(Melchizedek = Lamb of God – stumbling
block).

Euthanasia. The second Golgatha. An expressive caricature from Pope Pius IX’s pontificate, March 28, 1850. The picture is an
illustration of the end of Christianity connected to the downfall of the Catholic church. We can see the crucified Lamb of God at
the moment of death. The head priest Pope Pius IX aims his spear at the Virgin, the Catholic church We can also see other
persons representing their employers, the Bull Christ is also there. I can compare this picture with the Council of Trent, 15451563, when Pope Pius IV, Aesculapius' medicine, in secrecy stated the decision of the Council: “Euthanasia to the church”. To
the right of the Virgin we see the Orthodox church and to the left of her the Lutheran church, symbolically. More info at Aries,
Capricorn and the Fullness of Time, pp 28-35.

Som alla påvar

The Road of the Cross. Each pope must walk the road of the cross during his pontificate and the
pope who diverts meets death instantly. The latest pope to divert from the road of the cross was
Pastor Pius IX, (1846–1878) John Paul I. The picture is a symbol of the end of the crucified female Roman Catholic church a
In this way the Foundation Stone is turned into a Stumbling Block. Amen.
257,101 Cross from cross

1
Álmos, Prince 1,
around 854-895

6
Géza, 972-997
Grand Prince 6,
killed 997

2
Árpád, Prince 2,
around 850-907
Grand Prince, 895-907
Founder of Hungary

4

3
Zolta, Prince 3,
around 907-936

7

Vajk, heir
around 985-997, Stephen/István, Prince 7
killed 997
997-1000,

5

Taksony, Prince 5
around 948-972

Fajsz, Prince 4,
around 936-948

The Dragon – The Roman Catholic
Mother Church

Pope John XVI,
997-998

King 1000-1038
Rev. 13:1-3. ”/…/And I saw a beast coming out of the sea. It had ten horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head a
blasphemous name. The beast I saw resembled a leopard, but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like that of a lion. The dragon gave the
beast his power and his throne and great authority. One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had
been healed. The whole world was filled with wonder and followed the beast.”
The majority of the world’s nations have an animal as a symbol, Hungary has the eagle Turul. The sea in this context also means people and
Hungary was founded by the pagan Magyar people and the animal, the scorpio (Enki/Àrpád) has its origins in the sea. The seven heads are
seven princes: Álmos, Árpád, Zolta, Fajsz, Taksony, and Géza, who was the sixth and last heathen Hungarian prince. He was killed together
with, among others, his heir Vajk – fatally wounded –by the Holy See, the Dragon, which we can clearly see above. He was replaced by
Stephen/István who became prince number seven – the fatal wound was healed. France wrote about this and the whole world wondered how
a stable heathen nation so quickly could convert to Christianity. They also wondered about the anonymous Stephen, he who started to rule
over Hungary with an iron rod. This is further proof that the Dragon, the Roman Catholic Church was behind the bloody coup against
Hungary/Turul, and it is still powerful in Hungary. I can add that the fatal wound never healed, it is still a bleeding, open wound and will be
treated appropriately. More info at Obscure Magyar (pp 23-80) and Aries, Capricorn and the Fullness of Time.

Gregory XIII, (1572–1585)
228,72. Half body of the balls

Agapetus 1, 535-536

Paul V, (1605–1621)
235,79 Corrupted nation

Revelation writes about another animal which resembles the Lamb of God. Rev 13:1: ”Then I saw another beast
coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns like a lamb and spoke like a dragon.” This animal is the Bull, which
has two horns, Judaism and Christianity, just like the Lamb of God. The Kingdom of Death is inside the Earth and
this animal has come from there: the Bull of Death, Osiris. Just as the Lamb of God/Serpent, the Bull is also in the
Dragon which belongs to the Roman Catholic Mother Church.
Revelation states the Number of Man, 666. Rev 13:17-18. 6 + 6 + 6 = 18. The birthday of Man, of Cosmic Adam, is
18.

666

”/…/ Here is wisdom. Let
him who has understanding
calculate the number of the
beast, for it is the number of
a man: His number is 666”.

6

18

6

6

Foster son

Upp.6:2

The Lion, worldly
and Davidian
Messiah of Judah.
Foster son of Man,
Cosmic Adam: among others:
Cosmic Adam, such
Lamech, jack of all trades, builder,
as Lamech Jr, Joseph
Joseph, jack of all trades, carpenter,
Jr and Tibor E. His
builder;
symbol was a 6Tibor Kemény, jack of all trades, designer; pointed Star of
His birthday is on April 18, sign of Aries. David.

18

18

6 +

Lamb of God/Serpent, the Levite
clerical Messiah according to Aaron’s
and Melchizedec’s church order of
Israel. The Lion Tibor E was murdered
and the Lamb of God assumed his
identity. There are forged document
showing that the Lamb of God is my
father’s, Tibor Kemény’s son. This
makes him my father’s heir.
Nostradamus calls the animal
orphaned Antichrist.

6
666

The Bull, Israeli
Messiah of money and
wealth. His final goal is
to destroy the Lamb of
God/Serpent and assume
his identity, to make the
Bull an heir instead.
Nostradamus also calls
this animal Antichrist.

+ 6 =18

Upp 13:3-5. The Dragon kills the woman’s little
boy (the Lion) and replaces him by the Lamb of
God who will rule all people with an iron rod. The
Lamb of God was lifted to God’s throne,

The starting point was that the Mother Church, the Dragon, took for granted that the Lion Tibor E was my father’s, Tibor Kemény’s biological son. If the
Dragon kills Tibor E and puts the Lamb of God in his place it is clear, according to the Dragon, that the Lamb of God will inherit everything after Tibor
E and the Lamb of God will instead be my father’s heir. Planning is not yet finished, the third animal, the Bull, is still waiting for his turn and wants to
destroy the Lamb of God and assume his identity. Finally, the Bull will become the new heir and take over the family tree and birthright in the Family of
Man and will call himself the new Adam, exactly as it is in the gospels. We often say that history repeats itself. In the gospels we read that Jesus/Lamb
of God is the son of Carpenter Joseph, but the Bull said he was Jesus after the ascension (Rev 13:3-5). The seven heads of the red Dragon/Vatican are
the last seven popes starting with Pius XII, John XXIII, Paul VI (crowned), John Paul I, John Paul II, Benedict XVI (not crowned) and last and seventh
pope, Peter the Roman. Now, in the Fullness of Time, the Lion Tibor E was only my father’s foster son, his murder was meaningless. Thus, the Lamb of
God’s/Serpent’s downfall is a fact. He does not even have a Hungarian name and has no place in family any more. In this way, the Bull is far away from
the borders of my family. Money, wealth, terror, violence and contacts did not help. Even if you call yourself “God” the project is totally shattered, a
final proof that Tutankhamun had nothing to with Akhenaten. As the world can see: “The fatal wound has not healed.” Their remain things to be done.
And at the same time, the world can understand that nobody likes such a brutal paternity issue like that experienced by my father and his family in the
1970s here in Stockholm, Sweden.

The Fullness of Time

Dan, 12:4 and 12:13
”/…/ But you, Daniel, shut up the
words, and seal the book until the
time of the end; many shall run to
and fro, and knowledge shall
increase.”

Jesus said: ”Know that what is
before Your face, and what is
hidden from You will be
revealed to You. For nothing
hidden will fail to be revealed.”.
Jesus also wanted everything
that is revealed to come to the
surface to let the world know.

” But you, go your way till the end; for
you shall rest, and will arise to your
inheritance at the end of the days.”

Tibor E. and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

Michelangelo, Daniel, Sistine Chapel,
Rome, 1511

Tibor E. and I, Szabolcs/ Josef
Photo: Tibor Kemény 1964
Stockholm

Jasna Góra
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